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ABSTRACT
This study examines alternative forms of school governance from the personal
perspectives of leaders, reflecting upon their transition through the organizational
governance change. The effects of moving from a local governance authority to a five
school multi-academy trust was both thrust upon the leaders who participated in this
study as they, in turn, thrust the change upon others. This new vision of schooling
rippled throughout the schools involved, the community in which the schools are located,
and the greater local authority that did not embrace this change. The purpose of this
qualitative study was to examine alternative forms of school governance from the
personal perspectives of leaders, reflecting upon their transition through the
organizational governance change. Based on Van Gennep’s concept of liminality,
Turner applied liminality as a theoretical framework to the middle stages of the rites of
passage or what he called the transitional stage. Transition comes at a personal cost and
leader perspectives are essential considerations in successful change.
Findings centered on personal transition of the leadership and revealed that these
transitions may have had a substantial impact in the ability of the leadership to navigate
through the change process and lead more effectively.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY

2

The majority of executive and senior level administrative positions in the
corporate, government, and non-profit sectors are currently held by members of the baby
boomer generation and are nearing retirement age (Stewart, 2016). Given the growing
concern of executive turnover, greater attention has turned to topics that include change
in leadership, succession planning, and the transition process. In recent years,
substantial literature has been published that is focused on leadership succession and
executive transition in the corporate, government, and non-profit arenas (Allison, 2002;
Calareso, 2013; Fink & Brayman, 2004; Kane & Barbaro, 2016; Marks, 2013; Potts,
2016; Rivera-Mccutchen, 2014)). The research has addressed the transition process, but
often with a focus on the first hundred days or the organizational and managerial
elements associated with a new position. When new leaders assume their role as head of
the organization, it is often not the technical aspects of the position that prove to be
challenging, but rather the social, cultural and interpersonal relationships that threaten the
success of the transition (Martin & Samels, 2004; Potts, 2016; Sanaghan, Goldstein &
Gaval, 2009). Research has shown that between 27 and 40% of executive-level
transitions are unsuccessful or fail to meet expectations within the first two years (Bradt,
Check & Pedraza, 2011; Carucci & Hansen, 2014; Manderscheid & Harrower, 2016;
Potts, 2016).
Schools in both the United States and England are also faced with a continued
increase in the turnover rate of leadership positions with 68% of the current presidents of
independent schools expected to retire or change positions by the end of 2019 (Kane &
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Barbaro, 2015). While governing boards of schools are responsible for the strategic
direction of the educational institution and the oversight of the president or principal,
without deliberate and careful planning by the governing board, the change of leadership
can affect the school by putting unnecessary stress and financial strain on the
organization as well as increased demands on the existing faculty and personnel (Kane &
Barbaro, 2016; Potts, 2016; Rivera-McCutchen, 2014). Change in leadership is a natural
occurrence in all organizations and leadership transition is a normal development as part
of the change; however, to ensure a smooth transition, preparations on the part of the
incoming leader and the organization are required.
The strength of an organization is often reflected in the success of the leadership,
and when a change in that leadership occurs, a smooth succession plan will stabilize the
organization, the employees, and the external constituencies (Kotter, 2012; Tichy, 2014;
Van Maanen & Schein, 1977). Change and transition are terms that are used
interchangeably but, according to Bridges (2016), are actually two disparate processes.
Change is external and outcome-based and may affect the policy, practice, and structure
of an organization or require individuals to learn a new system or practice. A transition,
however, is an internal process and “below the surface” of the external process, one that
requires a process of reorientation that individuals must experience before the change is
truly successful (Bridges, 2016). Transitions often result from change (Bridges &
Mitchell, 2000) yet, the timetable constructed for the change does not always coincide
with the much slower pace of transition that individuals experience (Bridges & Mitchell,
2000). The change, according to Bridges and Mitchell (2000) will not be successful
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without the acknowledgment and understanding of the internal transition and how
individuals come to terms with the change.
Bridges (1980) introduced a conceptual model describing the three phases of
transition as the ending of something familiar, the “neutral zone” of disorientation, and
the beginning of something new. Working through the transition as a process is essential
to the success of the change and an integral part of all that is involved in the change
(Bridges, 2016, 1980). Bridges (2016) emphasized that the phases do not have clear or
distinct boundaries but often overlap with greater emphasis on one phase while still
experiencing elements of another. An individual moves through the process of transition
by acknowledging, experiencing, and addressing the elements associated with each phase
as reorientation, relearning, and renewal. Additionally, Bridges (2016) emphasized that
organizations as a whole have struggled with change when they failed to recognize and
support individuals through the transition. When an organization goes through any type
of change, the leadership must manage the transition so that the individuals who feel the
effects of the organizational development, experience the transition with minimal distress
(Bridges 2016). Bridges (2016) explained that “changes of any sort – even though they
may be justified in economic or technological terms-finally succeed or fail based on
whether the people affected do things differently” (p. 6).
Statement of the Problem
Educational leaders commonly move from one school to another, and as with any
change of leadership, multiple constituencies are directly affected, bringing unexpected
challenges for the new leader of the school or school system. The transition process
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presents challenges as new leaders attempt to adjust to a new culture, new employees,
and a new work environment (Von Villas, 1994; Wheeler, 2010). Extensive research
about succession planning and change in the leadership of the corporate and non-profit
sectors can be found throughout the literature (Buller, 2014; Calareso, 2013; Carucci &
Hansen, 2014; Fink & Brayman, 2004; Hinden & Tebbe, 2003; Rothwell, 2010; Tichy
2014; Watkins, 2013). Furthermore, numerous studies posit the practicalities of
assuming new duties, the introductions that often accompany a high-level hire, and
strategies for building new relationships (Bradt, Check & Pedraza, 2011; Carucci &
Hansen, 2014; Keller & Meaney, 2017; Sarros & Sarros, 2007; Watkins, 2013). Little
attention, however, is given to the internal process of transition as experienced by the
individual as they approach their transition (Allison, 2002; Martin & Samels, 2004;
Nortier, 1995). As Manderscheid and Harrower (2016) note, “At no time are leaders
more vulnerable to failure as when they are in transition” (p. 390). Moreover, "one's
ability to successfully navigate a career transition depends more on one's ability to
manage ‘being new' than on being technically competent” (Mandersheid & Davidson,
2016, p. 95). Manderscheid and Harrower (2016) cited a need for investigating this
phenomenon by stating that “despite the importance of understanding and correctly
managing leadership transitions, research into dynamics of such transitions and the
developmental and training activities aimed at facilitating such transitions and managing
polarities is still scarce” (p. 405).
Research, which focuses on transitions, has been conducted in the context of
professions and multiple fields of practice and Bridges’ framework has been applied to
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varied circumstances and environments. One non-profit organization adopted Bridges’
transition framework as part of a program that provided a group of young adults in foster
care a new understanding of life transitions as they prepared for independent living
(Nesmith, 2017).

Hinden and Tebbe (2003) referenced Bridges' transition framework

when they wrote that staff is crucial to the orientation of the new executive and seeks
empathy and assurance from the board. Duchscher (2008) referenced Bridges’ “inbetween-ness” to describe the reality shock for student nurses as they moved into real-life
circumstances as professional practitioners experiencing stress, discouragement, and
disillusionment that they did not face as students. The policy and practice for young
adults leaving public care in Romania changed to a policy based on Bridges’ model of
transition that provided more support over a greater period of time before moving the
young adults to independent living (Dima & Skehill, 2011). Bridges’ framework was
also used to identify ways to help refugees through their personal processes by respecting
the social and family structures, the existing communication styles, and norms of social
behavior as they work through their progression and adjustment into a new environment
(Vaynshtok, 2001). For those undergoing treatment for abusive behavior, the process of
intervention toward a change in behavior was studied using Bridges’ transition
framework to identify the stages of transition (Shy & Mills, 2010) and the result was “an
internalization of the change, and a stronger ability to maintain it” (Shy & Mills, 2010, p.
424).
Some of the same challenges that occur in the corporate setting occur in the
transition of educational leaders as they move from one school to another and assume
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their role as president or principal. Governing boards, consultants, and search firms
address the practical implications associated with integrating a new leader into the school
or university and the process of socialization. Succession planning strategies within
schools and universities include opportunities to build networks with others in similar
positions and support socialization beyond the induction programs (Fusarelli, Fusarelli &
Riddick, 2018; Hart, 1991; Normore, 2004; Parkay, Currie, & Rhodes, 1992). Research
on the transition of leadership has been conducted in fields other than in education and
while some limited studies have been conducted in the areas of teaching and education,
based on an extensive review of the literature, no studies have been found that address the
internal process of transition among the leadership of schools and universities. Orr
(2007) found that school leadership needs support to address “challenging problems, to
make a better, more successful transition and to improve their leader's efficacy” (p. 328).
Parkay, Currie, & Rhodes (1992) call for further research to determine how the shared
experiences of principals and patterns of professional socialization can “contribute to
higher long-term quality in principalship” (p. 72). Further research is necessary to better
understand the experience of presidents and principals and the patterns of professional
socialization and transition (Manderscheid & Harrower, 2016).
In the last several decades, education in both the United States and England has
undergone great changes in the structure of the educational systems with a movement
toward standardization, greater accountability, competition, and privatization, reflected
by a more market-based approach to education (Hursh, 2007; Walford, 2014; West &
Bailey, 2013). In England, academy schools moved from local authority governance to
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independent governing boards (Walford, 2014). In an effort to increase “educational
efficiency through standards and standardized testing,” educational reforms in the United
States have led to reforms that allow individual choice in a market where schools
compete rather oversight from the federal and state governments (Hursh, 2007). The role
of locally elected public school boards and governing bodies have “changed, if not
diminished” (West & Bailey, 2013, p. 138) and non-governmental organizations such as
churches and for-profit businesses are becoming more dependent on investors and outside
funding.
In this study, in-depth set of interviews of educational leaders in both England and
the United States provided detailed insights and perspectives of their experiences within
communities and school districts. The national context at the macro-level of policy,
reforms, and mandates set by the government, provide an opportunity to examine the
leadership within the context of national change. Through a cross-national comparative
study, research examined “one or more units in two or more societies, cultures or
countries [are] compared in respect of the same concepts and concerning the systematic
analysis of phenomena, usually with the intention of explaining them and generalising
from them” (Hantrais & Mangen, 1996, pp. 1-2). The growing interests in the privatizing
of education both in the United States and England have created opportunities and
challenges in leadership development and governance. The cross-comparative study of
the leadership transitions that took place in cross-national systems “enables us to analyse
the phenomena ‘from inside’, in their cultural and social context, in actual local practices,
and in people's everyday life,” (Gomez & Kuronen, 2011, p. 685). The “qualitative
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analysis provides opportunities to gain deeper understanding of behaviour, attitudes, and
experiences” associated with transitions across countries (Gomez & Kuronen, 2011, p.
686).
Planning and preparing for the transition of leadership can lead an organization
through a time of renewal and growth that ultimately strengthens the organization and
offers insight to search committees, boards, leadership teams of independent schools.
Even more crucial, though, is a better understanding of the transition process that
individuals experience and how understanding that process enabled individuals to be
more effective in their leadership roles. Effective leadership will hopefully have a
positive impact on lowering the high turnover rate of educational leaders. A successful
transition is in large part dependent on how well the leader is able to work through the
personal transition process and begin to establish the social, cultural and interpersonal
relationships that are essential elements in moving from one school environment to
another.
Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this study was to gain a better understanding of the transition
experience of educational leaders in K12 schools in the United States and England. The
experiences of principals, headteachers, and presidents during a time of change, were
examined to identify what experiences were associated with the phenomenon of a
transition. A second purpose, given the specific experiences of transition identified by
the principals, headteachers, and presidents, was how they were able to apply those
experiences for effective leadership in a new school environment and culture.
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Research Questions
This study focused on the participants' detailed and contemporary knowledge of
their personal transition process and their perceptions and experiences through the
process. This study is guided by the following research questions:
1. What are the experiences of cross-national leaders of K12 schools in the transition
from a leadership position at one institute of learning to a leadership position at another?
2. What cross-comparative reflections do leaders of K12 schools in the United States and
in England report as to how their experiences of transition enabled them to lead in a new
school environment and culture?
Significance of the Study
Presidents, principals, and headteachers are hired because of their abilities to
perform at a high level of administrative and management competency, possessing
abilities and skills determined by the board to be successful at a particular school or
university. Performance at a prior school is a strong indicator of success. What is often
overlooked is the ability to apply those strengths to the new environment and, even more
importantly, how that process occurs to support and maximize the individual’s ability to
make the transition. An individual moves through the process of transition by
acknowledging, experiencing, and addressing the elements associated with each phase as
the reorientation, relearning, and renewal (Bridges, 2016). Understanding the transition
process from the perspective of the leader could add new insights to the theory and
practice of change management. Socialization of new leaders into a new environment
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could include support and deliberate provisions for the internal process of transition felt
during the period of “betwixt and between.” (Turner, 1977, p. 37).
The findings from the research may also better prepare stakeholders, including
search committees and members of the board of governors as well as the existing
members of the leadership team for a change in leadership, to better support the
incoming president or principal. Faculty, teachers, and staff will be better informed from
the experiences of those in leadership positions to better prepare for the change and the
transition process that occurs with new leadership. Creating an environment that
promotes stability through the transition benefits the stakeholders, faculty, and school as
a whole and provides an opportunity for growth as the school or university prepares for
new leadership.
This study will add to K-12 literature because it examines similarities and
differences in the transition process of leadership across the full spectrum of education
levels and from multiple lenses. Moreover, the current study will add to literature of
governance models of K12 schools which can, in turn, inform schools about change,
transitions, and succession planning within the leadership structure. With greater focus
and a continued interest on improving schools through the leadership, it is imperative that
leaders are prepared for transition through the change that continually occurs within
schools and school systems.
This study will also add to leadership literature that addresses educational
leadership across countries. Cross comparative, qualitative studies are few and this study
is not only cross comparative of the change of leadership within a broad range of
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academic levels and types of schools, but the study also contributes to the thoughts,
feelings, and the internal processes of change in leadership in more than one country.
The cross-national study increases the knowledge base in both countries as both school
systems learn from each other, gleaning the positive aspects of both. Understanding and
preparing leaders for a transition could lead to greater stability by decreasing unnecessary
turnover within the administration and leadership, which can positively impact the
success and outcomes of the school or school system.
Theoretical Framework
Bridges (2016) emphasized that organizations have struggled with change when
they failed to recognize and support individuals through a transition. Bridges (1980)
introduced a conceptual model describing the three phases of transition as the ending of
something familiar, the “neutral zone” of disorientation, and the beginning of something
new. Working through the transition as a process is essential to the success of the change
and an integral part of all that is involved in the change (Bridges, 2016, 1980). Bridges
(2016) emphasized that the phases do not have clear or distinct boundaries but that they
overlap with greater emphasis on one phase while still experiencing elements of another.
While Bridge's conceptual framework describes the stages of a transition as the
ending, the neutral zone, and a new beginning, ethnographer Van Gennep (1960) referred
to the neutral zone as a sacred space and wrote that this “symbolic and spatial area of
transition may be found in more or less pronounced form in all the ceremonies which
accompany the passage from one social and magico-religious position to another” (p. 18).
In the analysis of ceremonies and the religious rituals, Van Gennep (1960) examined the
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“life crises” which accompanied cultural ceremonies or rites of passage and established
three distinct phases or stages: separation, transition or liminality, and incorporation.
Based on Van Gennep's concept of liminality, Turner (1977) applied liminality to his
anthropological data from the ritual processes he observed in the tribal societies of
Central Africa. Turner (1977) described liminality as the stage of “betwixt-and-between”
(p. 37) within the transition and the long or extended threshold passing from “dynamics
to statics…that can become a set way of life” (p. 37). During the cultural rites of passage
or the process of initiation, Turner (1987) used the term “structural invisibility” to
explain that while members of the society only see what they expect to see, the
individuals experiencing the transition exhibit an “outward and visible form to an inward
and conceptual process” (p. 6). Feeling invisible during this transitional process is a
commonly expressed experience and is associated with experiences of seclusion from the
“culturally defined and ordered states” as well as a loss of identity, status, property, and
position (Turner, 1987, p. 8). The conceptual framework of Bridges is consistent with
Van Gennep’s theory of liminality when applied to a process of transition or “rite of
passage” but applying Turner’s description of “in-betweeness” may provide a substantial
and insightful lens of the transitional process as reflected upon by school leaders. Figure
1 illustrates the progression of the theoretical framework.
Turner (1974) describes the “in-between” stage as a process for the passenger as
he passes “through a symbolic domain that has few or none of the attributes of his past or
coming state” (p. 232). Cook-Sather (2006) suggested that a “revised theory of
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Figure 1: Progression of Theoretical Framework
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liminality” (p. 122) can support and analyze transitions within an educational context
when the contemporary lifestyle is composed of multiple liminal phases as individuals
move between cultures, contexts, and roles This state or period of time is a transformative
process from one state to another (Turner, 1987) that offers opportunities to explore “new
identities and ways of being” (Mills & Bettis, 2015, p. 106). The process can be a time of
growth, contemplation, and examination of the mysteries and difficulties associated with
the change (Bridges, 2016; Turner 1974). Turner’s liminality framework was used to
examine the various perspectives and reflections by principals, presidents, and
headteachers interviewed in this study with regard to the “in-between” stage or period of
time identified as “betwixt and between” to give structure and provide an understanding
of the transition process.
A leader may not be able to successfully take the achievements and positive
experiences from one context and simply replicate those experiences in a new context or
environment. Instead, leadership transition, like any transition in life, is a process and
requires individuals to unlearn, recalibrate, and relearn according to their new context as
they transition through the stage or place Bridges (1980) calls the neutral zone and Turner
(1977) refers to as “betwixt-and-between.”
Sites and Participants
Sites
The National Center for Education Statistics divided private schools into three
categories, Catholic schools, other religious schools, and nonsectarian (U.S. Department
of Education, National Center for Education Statistics, 2001). Many nonsectarian
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schools in the United States belong to the National Association of Independent Schools
(NAIS) and are defined by NAIS as private K-12 schools that are self-determining in
mission, supported through tuition, and accountable to their governing board and school
community (National Association of Independent Schools, 2016). Independent schools
in England function in the same way and like independent schools in the U.S., are
independent of the regulations and conditions that apply to state funded schools,
including adherence to the national curriculum (United Kingdom, Government, Schools
and Education, n.d.). The president or head of school is the chief executive of the
organization and provides leadership for all financial, administrative, and strategic policy
(Gilvar, 2004; NAIS, 2003) as well as has complete authority for faculty, staff, and
student selection, evaluation, and dismissal (DeKuyper, 2007).
Charter schools were created as part of an effort to reform education and are
“hybrids of public and private institutions that allow independent development and
decision-making along with public financing and state accountability for performance”
(Hanushek, Kain, Rivkin & Branch, 2007, p. 824). Proponents of charter schools seek to
provide students with a choice in education free from the rules, regulations, and
bureaucracy associated with traditional public school systems (Fox, 2002). Specific
charters vary by state, but all charter schools must present an “acceptable educational
plan (their charter) and be able to attract a sufficient number of students to be
economically viable” (Hanushek, Kain, Rivkin & Branch, 2007, p. 824). Principals, in
addition to typical responsibilities of administrative management, are responsible for
developing relationships and a public awareness in the community for the purpose of
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student recruitment (Fox, 2002). Also, because the government funding is often
insufficient, principals have the added burden of securing additional financial support to
supplement the budget and maintain the physical plant (Fox, 2002).
The Academies programme was established in England in 2000, with the
intention of restructuring failing schools primarily in the urban areas by providing
additional funding from the government and a sponsor, often a business philanthropist
(Gibson, 2018). With the Academies Act of 2010, other state-funded schools opted to
become academies and function independently of their Local Education Authority(LEA).
Without the limits of geographical locations defined by the LEA’s, academies began to
form collaborative partnerships or chains based on their shared sponsorship or an interest
in working together to create a more cost-effective operating model (Hill, 2012). The
Department of Education (2010) concluded that “schools working together leads to
better results” (p. 57) and “chains can support schools to improve more rapidly – by
providing a common approach to professional development, sharing effective practice,
and providing shared ‘back-office’ support” (p. 57). These chains, now referred to as
multi-academy trusts (MAT), often at the request of the central government incorporate
an underperforming school into the trust and play a role in the improvement of the
particular school and consequently, England’s educational system (Simon, James, &
Simon, 2019).
The particular trust studied as part of this research is comprised of five academies
within a local community and while the goal of the trust is to strengthen a group of local
schools by providing a cooperative program and a community-based system of education,
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headed by a Chief Executive (CE), the greater local authority was not receptive to the
introduction of the multi-academy trust. Many school leaders, however, that held
positions in the various schools stayed in their leadership roles as the schools transitioned
into the academy structure and then subsequently joined the trust. The experiences of
these headteachers provided a rich opportunity to gather data in a variety of school
settings of school leaders experiencing simultaneous transitions in their roles within a
changing school environment.
Participants
To gather a rich sample of data, the goal was to interview headteachers,
presidents, and principals of K12 schools equally distributed between the United States
and England. The selected schools were governed and operated in a similar manner and
provided a depth of information from a variety of school settings and locations. The
participants were generally chosen with purposive sampling at the initial stages,
intentionally sampling individuals that met specific criteria and that best provided the
researcher with information that addressed the research questions (Creswell & Poth,
2018; Merriam & Tisdell, 2016), followed by snowball sampling as the study progressed.
For this research, presidents, principals, and heads of school have been in their most
recent position of leadership for less than five years and were strong sources of
information because they could more readily recall and reflect upon their transition
processes better than leaders whose experiences are more dated. As participants were
interviewed, they offered recommendations of other school leaders in similar situations
and such referrals and introductions helped facilitate additional interviews of other school
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leaders as they experienced transitions (Merriam & Tisdell, 2016). No criteria were set
for principal demographics to include total years of experience, highest degree earned, or
gender. An overview of the participants can be found in Table 1.
Three-Article Format
This dissertation is presented using a three-article format, consisting of three
independent, yet congruent articles. This format provides varying and complementary
perspectives on transitions and offers a variety of contributions to the field of discussion
that will inform the thinking of scholars, researchers, and practitioners.
Article 1, School Leaders in England Transition through Change: Insider and
Outsider Perspectives
Schools in the 21st century have grown increasingly complex. Government
mandates have compounded this complexity as principals must look beyond their school
to embrace stakeholders and authorities who view education from myriad
perspectives. As a result, school leaders of today must consider new ways of thinking
and new models which address this complexity, a change which requires school leaders
to re-examine their previous ways of leading, their ‘authority’, as well as their place and
voice within a globalized educational system (Klein, 2015). This neoliberal view of
education, that is, according to Ball, Dworkin, and Vryonides (2010) “the marketization
and commodification of the social [which] turned many social goods into commodities
and opened up the education systems to the private sector” (p. 524), was influential in the
move to academies and multi-academy trusts in England.
This study examines an alternative form of school governance from the personal
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Table 1: Site and Participants
Site
United States
United States
United States
United States
England
England
England
England
England

Participant
President, Independent School
President, Independent School
President, Independent School
Principal, Charter School
President, Independent School
Headteacher, Academy
Headteacher, Academy
Headteacher, Academy
Executive Headteacher, Academy
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perspectives of leaders, reflecting upon their transition through the organizational
governance change. The effects of moving from a local governance authority to a five
school multi-academy trust were both thrust upon the leaders who participated in this
study as they, in turn, thrust the change upon others. This new vision of schooling
rippled throughout the schools involved, the community in which the schools are located,
and the greater local authority that did not embrace this change.
Bridges posits that organizations, seeking to survive, must implement changes
that require innovation and adaption dictated by the needs and demands of the current
environment. Transition, the way in which people come to terms with the change, is the
key to change success (Bridges & Mitchell, 2000) and this model illustrates that while
changes are external (that is, the policy, practice, or structure of an organization), the
transition is an internal process or reorientation for those facing a change. A successful
transition is in large part dependent on how well the leader is able to work through the
personal transition process and begin to establish the social, cultural and interpersonal
relationships that are essential elements in moving from one school environment to
another. Possible journals for submission include: International Studies in Educational
Administration, Journal of Educational Leadership Policy and Practice, Management in
Education
Article 2, Shared Experiences in the Transitions of Leadership: K12 Schools in
England and Independent and Charter Schools in the United States
In an effort to address growing concerns and reform the traditional education
model, both England and the United States have created state-funded schools with greater
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autonomy within the public education system. While independent schools in the United
States are tuition-based, charter schools are tuition-free, operate independently under a
charter or contract, supported by a nonprofit or for-profit organization, and are
accountable to a governing board as well as the local education agency. Students take the
state-required standardized tests and schools are evaluated by their sponsor based on
student performance (Karaim, 2017).
In England, academies were created with the intention of raising standards in
disadvantaged communities by taking the failing schools out of local authority
governance and giving them autonomy over operations, curriculum, and instruction with
accountability to a separate governing body. The changes in the structure and
governance have allowed schools an opportunity of greater independence yet they are
still accountable for their performance to a governing board as well as a higher authority.
This article presents a cross comparative study of the personal transitions of the
leadership of academies in England with independent and charter schools in the United
States. The schools are all independent in their operations, instruction, and curriculum
but are all overseen by a local governing board. The governing structure includes a board
that is responsible for appointing the president, principal or headteacher and has the
autonomy to lead the school based on a mission determined by the stakeholders. The
study is framed through the work of the Theoretical Framework of Liminality.
According to Turner, the liminal phase describes the process of transition as one gives up
one social state and moves to a “new prescribed social state, with its accompanying
responsibilities and perspective” (Mills & Bettis, 2015, p. 105). With the shared
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experience in the structure and governance, the article explored the experiences of leaders
and how they transitioned to each role of leadership.
Possible journals for submission include: Compare: A Journal of Comparative and
International Education, International Studies in Educational Administration, Journal of
Educational Leadership Policy and Practice, and Management in Education.
Article 3, Building the Plane While You are Flying It: The Transition of a Leader
Amidst a Change in Governance
Much can be gained through a narrative inquiry of the transition of a headteacher
to the role of the Chief Executive Officer and what was learned through the experience.
In 2000, under the leadership of English Prime Minister Blair, the Academies programme
was established as an effort to transform education by supporting low performing schools
by granting schools autonomy from the local education authorities to govern and operate
as independent organizations. While many opposed such drastic change, one headteacher
of a high performing school saw an opportunity to develop a local multi-academy trust
through a collaboration of school leaders. The vision of this headteacher was that all
schools in the area work together so that every school leader and every teacher recognize
a shared responsibility for every learner and every family in the community.
Educational policy is often followed by new initiatives and mandated changes that
require implementation by the local authorities. School leaders are often placed in a
position to make changes during the regular routines of the school year without the ability
to pause or place on hold the day to day operations of the school. The imposed changes
can invoke feelings of uncertainly and vulnerability while piloting a new idea or system
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in real time using teachers and students as the experimental participants. School leaders
long for the opportunity to plan or structure new programs in isolation of the continuous
cycle of education and school operations before implementing and testing the initiative or
mandate. Given the opportunity to create a positive change in the community, the
headteacher developed a multi-academy trust through the consolidation of five schools
under a single mission with a unified purpose.
The narrative approach allows the articulation of the stories and experiences of an
individual, woven together in the world as they perceive it, both in the social and cultural
context. This narrative describes an individual’s challenge in “building a plane while
flying it” by creating a better system of education for a community while maintaining the
ongoing process of education in the current structure of schools.
Possible journals for submission include: Journal of Educational Leadership Policy and
Practice, Research in Educational Administration and Leadership, NASSP Bulletin, and
Research in Educational Administration and Leadership.
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CHAPTER 2
SCHOOL LEADERS IN ENGLAND TRANSITION THROUGH CHANGE:
INSIDER AND OUTSIDER PERSPECTIVES
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Abstract
Schools in the 21st century have grown increasingly complex and government mandates
have compounded this complexity as principals have looked beyond their school to
embrace stakeholders and authorities who view education from myriad
perspectives. This qualitative case study examined the personal perspectives of leaders,
reflecting upon their transition from organizational governance change through the
formation of a multi-academy trust. Findings revealed that while the creation of a new
school system offered school leaders opportunities for interorganizational transfers and
promotions, the internal transition experienced was unexpected and often unaddressed.
Leaders expressed their difficulty in reconciling their desire to address the needs of the
schools and community through consolidation while maintaining their own health as an
individual leader. Findings from this study offer lessons in the importance of examining
change both within the organization through a personal lens as well as an external lens.
Introduction
Schools in the 21st century have grown increasingly complex. Government
mandates have compounded this complexity as principals must look beyond their school
to embrace stakeholders and authorities who view education from myriad perspectives.
As a result, school leaders of today must consider new ways of thinking and new models
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which address this complexity, a change which requires school leaders to re-examine
their previous ways of leading, their ‘authority’, as well as their place and voice within a
globalized educational system (Klein, 2015). This neoliberal view of education, that is,
according to Ball, Dworkin, and Vryonides (2010) “the marketization and
commodification of the social [which] turned many social goods into commodities and
opened up the education systems to the private sector” (p. 524), was influential in the
move to academies and multi-academy trusts in England.
England began its neo-liberal education movement with the Education Reform
Act of 1988 which has evolved into a move to privatize public education through
academies, much like charter schools in the US and free schools in Sweden (Salokangas
& Chapman, 2014). Academies, as Salokangas and Chapman (2014) explain, are “chains
of schools under the control of a strategic management executive comprising, for
example, private sponsors or parental groups, or they may be participants in any one of a
range of collaborative options between these two extremes” (p. 372). Furthermore, as
school organizations and governance have changed in academies, so, too, has the practice
of leadership. Rather than instructional leaders, principals (i.e., headteachers)1 must act
as corporate executive officers (CEOs) to a system of schools.
This study examines alternative forms of school governance from the personal
perspectives of leaders, reflecting upon their personal transition through the
organizational governance change. The effects of moving from a local governance

1

For purposes of this article, headteachers and principals will be used interchangeably.
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authority to a five school multi-academy trust was both thrust upon the leaders who
participated in this study as they, in turn, thrust the change upon others. This new vision
of schooling rippled throughout the schools involved, the community in which the
schools are located, and the greater local authority that did not embrace this change.
The purpose of this study was to investigate the ways in which change personally
impacts leaders as they transition into a new organizational structure as well as the
respondents’ views of the organizational challenges and successes related to the
transition. To drive this purpose, one overarching research question served as a guide;
that is, how do school leaders describe their personal transition and their views of the
organization's transition through the change?
Literature Review
Rise of the Academy
Klees (2017) pointed out that in this era of educational neoliberalism there were
two common ideas repeatedly heard; that is, that schools are failing and the responsibility
for the failure lay with teachers. As a result, a new model of schooling was needed.
From the call for school choice, competition for students, and a move from government
control to local control, academies were born.
The advent of academies came about as Britain’s national conversation regarding
education became dominated by the neoliberalist agenda. The “corporatisation” of
schooling is focused on “primarily the private-sector appropriation of public assets...the
goals, practices, motivations, and instincts of the private sector” (Courtney, 2015, p. 214215). This view of education is rooted in the idea that parent choice of school should be
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primary, that headteachers take on the role of public marketing of their product, and that
schools should be operated as businesses. Headteachers should take the mantle of chief
executives, leading as corporate managers (Courtney, 2015).
The original purpose of academies in the UK was to “provide improved education
for students from particularly disadvantaged backgrounds” (Gorard, 2005, p. 269),
allowing state-funded schools to be independently governed. Schools which failed to
meet accountability targets were encouraged to become academies, which were then
financially supported by “an outside sponsor (usually a charity, business, faith group,
university, or philanthropic entrepreneur) who would run the school subject to the
approval of the Secretary of State” (Wilkins, 2012, p. 12). Academies have been
criticized throughout England for producing inequality through admissions, the ability to
set their own pay scales and siphoning funding from the local authority as publicly
funded independent schools (Wilkins, 2012).
Woods and Simkins (2014) noted that these publicly-funded, independent schools
had the potential to be “the most radical systemic change since ‘local management of
schools’ was instituted by the Education Reform Act 1988” (p. 324). Set up as
independent from the control of the local education authority (LEA), academies are
classified as independent schools, rather than public schools (Gorard, 2005). Thus,
academies are autonomous and self-governing (Wilkins, 2012). Academies were
afforded additional freedoms such as varying teacher pay and conditions, adjusting the
length of the school day to meet the needs of each school’s students, following a self-set
curriculum, rather than the national one, and controlling their own finances,
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appointments, and decisions made by the school’s governing body (West & Wolfe, 2018;
Woods & Simkins, 2014).
Contracts between the academies and the Secretary of State are an essential
component to their operation. The contract, or funding agreement, outlined the school
governance as well as the management of the school. The contract required that the
academies “offer a ‘broad and balanced’ curriculum, but with special emphasis in at least
one area of the curriculum (e.g., science and technology, languages, the arts or sport).
They were ‘all ability’ schools, with admissions policies agreed upon with the Secretary
of State for Education and were permitted to select up to 10 per cent of pupils on the
basis of aptitude for the specialism” (West & Wolfe, 2018, p. 10). The Academies Act of
2010 eliminated the requirement that academies must specialize.
Academy Chains and Trusts
Chapman and Salokangas (2012) define academy chains as “a group of schools
working together under a common brand and governance structure” (p. 480). According
to Meyland-Smith and Evans (2009), and confirmed by Chapman and Salokangas (2012),
research has found that leaders in academy chains, also called multi-academy trusts, with
responsibility over two or more schools, have greater impact on student outcomes than
headteachers in the traditional sense. Chains are more often led by schools rather than
sponsors such as charitable organizations, operating locally (Woods & Simkins, 2014).
With most academies in chains, Multi-Academy Trusts (MATs) now run 73% of all
academy schools. Schools within these trusts do not have the freedom to leave since the
individual schools are not a legal entity. The MAT organization contracts with the
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Secretary of State and thus, the MAT is the legal entity “speaking” for the schools within
the MAT. The Chief Executive Officer (CEO) leads the operations of the MAT and the
individual schools within the MAT, charging each school a management fee for doing so
(West & Wolfe, 2018). West and Wolfe (2010) articulate the features of a MAT as:
• the Board of Directors has ultimate responsibility for running each academy and will
deal with the strategic running of the MAT;
• the Board then typically delegates day-to-day running of each academy to a local
governing body (LGB). The level of delegation can be different for each academy;
• funding is allocated on an individual academy basis;
• single employer, shared buying and sharing resources within the group. (p. 10)
In their comparative case study of academy chains, Salokangas and Chapman
(2014) found that membership in a chain of academies offered opportunities for crossschool activities and collaboration as well as building relationships across schools.
However, interviews indicated that staff loyalties lay with colleagues, not to the corporate
chain. Moreover, chains tended to be hierarchical with centralised policies. These
researchers concluded that the benefits to belonging to a chain were minimal for
academies.
Current State of Academies
The last twenty years in England have seen a revolutionary change in schooling.
Academies and academy chains have grown exponentially while, at the same time, the
power and influence of local authorities have diminished. Competition, deregulation, and
private sector involvement have surged (Chapman & Salokangas, 2012). The increase in
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number of academies, however, has not reduced the critiques of academy schools. As of
2018, 22% of primary and 68% of secondary schools are now academies, rather than
under local control (West & Wolfe, 2018).
While the original articulated purpose of academies was to improve education for
marginalized children, not all parties have demonstrated support for this sector of
schooling. Wilkins (2012) noted that through academies, the government has “undercut
the power of central authority [through] a new mixed economy of welfare consisting of
private, voluntary and informal sectors in which state subsidised private sector is fused
with a semi-privitised state sector” (p. 13). Furthermore, a strong anti-academy
sentiment is found among parents, teachers, teacher unions, and school governors.
Criticism also includes the idea that academies “circumvent local democratic processes”
(Wilkins, 2012, p. 14) raising caution about fairness, access, and “the potential to operate
as inequity producing mechanisms” in providing schooling to young people (p. 19).
Despite these criticisms of the academy educational system, Meyland-Smith and
Evans (2009) note that student achievement in academies is increasing. These
researchers report that:
the number of students achieving 5 A*-C GCSEs at these academies is increasing,
on average, at 8% a year. is four times as fast as the average rate of improvement
for English schools and twice as fast as schools with a similar profile. There has
also been an average annual increase of 5% in the number of students achieving 5
A*-C including English and Maths, the Government’s preferred measurement.
This is five times faster than the national average and over twice as fast as schools
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with a similar profile. Figures for results at Key Stage 3 (14 year old’s) show
similar rates of improvement. Academies have also proved much more popular
with parents than their predecessor schools and are now nearly all oversubscribed.
(p. 11)
Transitions in Leadership
Educational leaders commonly move from one school or university to another,
and as with any change of leadership, multiple constituencies are directly affected,
bringing unexpected challenges for the new leader of the school, college, or university.
The transition process presents challenges as new leaders attempt to adjust to a new
culture, new employees, and a new work environment (Von Villas, 1994; Wheeler,
2010). Extensive research about succession planning and change in the leadership of the
corporate and non-profit sectors can be found throughout the literature (Buller, 2014;
Calareso, 2013; Carucci & Hansen, 2014; Fink & Brayman, 2004; Hinden & Tebbe,
2003; Rothwell, 2010; Tichy 2014; Watkins, 2013). Furthermore, numerous studies posit
the practicalities of assuming new duties, the introductions that often accompany a highlevel hire, and strategies for building new relationships (Bradt, Check & Pedraza, 2011;
Carucci & Hansen, 2014; Keller & Meaney, 2017; Sarros & Sarros, 2007; Watkins,
2013). Little attention, however, is given to the internal process of transition as
experienced by the individual as they approach their transition (Allison, 2002; Martin &
Samels, 2004; Nortier, 1995). As Manderscheid and Harrower (2016) note, “At no time
are leaders more vulnerable to failure as when they are in transition” (p. 390). Moreover,
“one's ability to successfully navigate a career transition depends more on one's ability to
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manage ‘being new' than on being technically competent” (Mandersheid & Davidson,
2016, p. 95). Manderscheid and Harrower (2016) cite a need for investigating this
phenomenon by stating that “despite the importance of understanding and correctly
managing leadership transitions, research into dynamics of such transitions and the
developmental and training activities aimed at facilitating such transitions and managing
polarities is still scarce” (p. 405).
Some of the same challenges that occur in the corporate setting occur in the
transition of educational leaders as they move from one school to another and assume
their role as president or principal. Governing boards, consultants and search firms
address the practical implications associated with integrating a new leader into the school
and in the process of socialization. Succession planning strategies within schools and
universities include opportunities to build networks with others in similar positions and
support socialization beyond the induction programs (Fusarelli, Fusarelli & Riddick,
2018; Hart, 1991; Normore, 2004; Parkay, Currie, & Rhodes, 1992). Research on the
transition of leadership has been conducted in fields other than in education and while
some studies have been conducted in education, based on an extensive review of the
literature, no studies have been found that address the internal process of transition
among the leadership of schools and universities. Orr (2007) found that school
leadership needs support to address “challenging problems, to make a better, more
successful transition and to improve their leader's efficacy” (p. 328). Parkay, Currie and
Rhodes (1992) call for further research to determine how the shared experiences of
principals and patterns of professional socialization can “contribute to higher long-term
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quality in principalship” (p. 72). Research is necessary to better understand the
experience of presidents and principals and the patterns of professional socialization and
transition (Manderscheid & Harrower, 2016). Planning and preparing for the transition
of leadership can lead an organization through a time of renewal and growth that
ultimately strengthens the organization and offer insight to search committees, boards,
leadership teams of independent schools and universities. Even more crucial, though, is a
better understanding of the transition process that individuals experience to enable
individuals to experience greater success in new roles and address the increasingly high
turnover rate of educational leaders. A successful transition is in large part dependent on
how well the leader is able to work through the personal transition process and begin to
establish the social, cultural and interpersonal relationships that are essential elements in
moving from one school environment to another.
Conceptual Frame
This study is framed in the work of Bridges’ (1980) conceptual model of
transition. Bridges posits that organizations, seeking to survive, must implement changes
that require innovation and adaption dictated by the needs and demands of the current
environment. Transition, the way in which people come to terms with the change, is the
key to change success (Bridges & Mitchell, 2000). Each transition begins with the
ending of a familiar process, a relationship, or a place of comfort and requires a
deliberate decision to move forward. Following the acceptance of the end and before
moving to the new position or the new way of practice, is labeled the neutral zone
(Bridges, 2016), the “in-between” place, filled with uncertainty and confusion. However,
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this is also a time that individuals need to regain control or balance to stabilize the
emotional impacts of change and allow for a period of transformation. The new
beginning that coincides with the change includes a purpose, picture, plan, and role for
the individual (Bridges, 2016). Working through the transition as a process is essential to
the success of the change and an integral part of all that is involved in the change
(Bridges, 2016, 1980). Bridges (2016) emphasized that the phases do not have clear or
distinct boundaries but that they overlap with greater emphasis on one phase while still
experiencing elements of another. An individual moves through the process of transition
by acknowledging, experiencing, and addressing the elements associated with each phase
as the reorientation, relearning, and renewal. This model illustrates that while changes
are external (that is, the policy, practice, or structure of an organization), the transition is
an internal process or reorientation for those facing a change.
Methods
This study examines a recently formed multi-academy trust in the UK. This trust
is made up of two secondary schools, two junior schools, and one special school.
Specifically examined were the effects of this governance transition on the leadership of
the five schools and the chief executive of the trust; that is, the cost to the leadership, the
barriers faced by the leaders, the relationship to the larger community and the local
authority, and the successes encountered throughout this change. As non-participants in
the school system, two American researchers interviewed stakeholders and observed one
multi-academy trust in England over a two week period. Interviews were conducted with
school headteachers, deputy headteachers, leadership team members, teachers,
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governance board members, surrounding community members, and representatives of the
local education authority. Observations included shadowing leaders, attending school
and trust governance board meetings, classroom observations, leadership team meetings,
meetings of concern with parents and with students. An overview of the participants can
be found in Table 2.
Analysis began with examination of the interview data source (Creswell, 2014),
first to obtain a general sense of the information. A coding process was implemented to
organize the questions and responses. A code map was constructed where initial codes
were collapsed into pattern variables, which were then collapsed into themes. A
discussion of themes follows. Likewise, field notes from the observations were coded
and examined for concordance with the interview data.
Findings
Findings from this study centered on three themes; that is, the personal transition
of the leadership, the relationships with the local authority and the community, and the
barriers and successes the organization faced throughout the transition. Because the
multi-academy model incorporated a ‘successful’ school with a ‘failing’ school in close
geographical proximity, leaders were faced with challenges both operationally and from
the perceptions of students, staff and the community members. Leaders reported that
while the collaboration offered opportunities for internal transfers and promotions,
leaders described an internal transition that was unexpected and often unaddressed.
Leaders expressed their difficulty in reconciling their desire to address the needs of the
schools and community through a consolidation of schools while maintaining their own
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Table 2: Codes for Individuals Interviewed

Code
CEO
EPHTP
HTP
HTSH
HTHL
BTL

Description
Formerly a headteacher of a high performing secondary school
Executive headteacher of primary school
Headteacher of primary school
Headteacher of high performing secondary school.
Headteacher of low performing secondary school
Member of Board of Trustees
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health as an individual leader.
Personal Transition of the Leadership
With the formation of the multi-academy trust, the leadership adopted a new
structure for the overall system of schools and a change in the organizational structure of
each school within the trust. As with any change, leaders face transitions within the
organization as well as in their positions. The change to organize as a multi-academy
trust was comprehensive, uncharted, and unfamiliar to the school leadership, and each
leader experienced a personal transition as they adapted to changes in their roles and
responsibilities as part of the new school system. EHTP stated that being “a headteacher
was about ownership and it's not about position or authority for me. It's not about any of
that. Actually, it was about trying to bring about greater change and greater opportunity
for our community.” The vision of the trust focused on bringing education to all students
in a local community through the collaboration and cooperation of a network of teachers,
leaders and their schools.
The new layer of positions and a shift in responsibilities provided opportunities
for growth for principals within the new structure. With the previous headteacher of the
high performing secondary school moving to the role of the Chief Executive Officer
(CEO) of the MAT, HTSH stated that “it [the headteacher’s move] felt like a dramatic
change, [his] announcement about the change of his role to the staff will have a big
impact on the staff here.” The HTSH expressed that there was a “feeling of abandonment
or lack of focus or fervor was a discourse” among the teachers and school leaders with
the change of leadership. HTSL reported that there is “going to be a little bit of a fear of
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us holding on to him still...and there's going to be him trying to transition away from it”
(his former school).
There was a consensus from headteachers that there was a lack of formal
leadership preparation and described the training as “on the job,” primarily based on prior
experiences and unofficial mentors. HTSH reported that “training that you get, the
NPQH (National Professional Qualification for Headship) training is a joke, that didn't
prepare me to be a headteacher in any way, shape, or form.” HTSH went on to say that
“having a stable, strong senior leadership team is the thing I found-- because we'd lost a
few colleagues for other schools” and “the experience wasn't there, so at the start of the
year, I think I felt the pressure of that because I was new to that as well, and I was
thinking, ‘I just better not cock this up.’” With the formation of the MAT, headteachers
were able to rely on each other for support and the network of schools allowed for
additional opportunities through formal structures across the schools to provide feedback.
The trust worked to develop the idea that all leaders were part of the headship, a
collective body, that provided line management training, evaluation, and lateral support
to peers.
Headteachers not only changed roles within the leadership team, but some
changed schools within the trust which revealed some elements of personal transition.
KTSL who recently changed schools explained that the academy had had a series of
headteachers over a short period of time and the KTSL recognized that “this school
need[ed] some kind of security.” As a result of her change, she quickly became
committed to school and commented that “I think I've sort of fallen in love with [the
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school] here.” EHTP reflected on her transition to the role of executive headteacher over
primary schools and said “I think I was, perhaps, a bit overwhelmed by workload… and
if I had I stayed as the headteacher of [former school], my work schedule would be so
much easier. And actually, I'm not quite sure what I would have done with all of my free
time.” After six months in the position, HTP expressed his satisfaction in his
establishment of his new position and stated that “to be honest, I'm probably more the
person that when there's a problem, when there's a lesson that's gone horribly wrong, or
there is an angry parent at the door, or whatever they need, it's probably my phone they
ring.” With significant external changes in the environment and school culture, each
faced a personal and internal transition of growth and transformation.
The CEO faced his own period of transition through the development of the
multi-academy trust. In the first two years, the CEO continued to serve in dual roles as
an executive headteacher and the executive of the trust and reflected on his move to a
position of greater responsibility as “the first time in my career that I've made such a
significant move in the same geography.” He said after fifteen years of experience as a
headteacher in a higher performing secondary school, he started to think about how he
could make a difference across the system and suggested that “one of the reasons that you
progress in the system is that you want to influence a greater number.” As a headteacher,
he had learned that he had an extroverted personality and “a sort of competitiveness about
the desire to influence people, I call it a passion” to make something better. With that
passion and the opportunity, he worked to create a school system where “schools [were]
no longer competing, but schools are collaborating, working together in order to have a
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joint responsibility for all youngsters in an area. …because you believe in something, and
you want to do that for more people.” The CEO went on to say that he is still learning
where “I need to trim the sails, change the rudder, or whatever particulars the waves
beneath me are taking me in a different direction to the way I want the same boat to go…
you always want more from that point of view…and I'm not seeking affirmation, but
more what [I] need to do differently if there are things [I] do need to do differently.”
EHTP, HTSH, and HTSL described the growth they experienced by expanding
their role as a result of the autonomy allowed to them by the trust. After moving into a
new position of leadership, an EHTP said, “I think I recognize how I've grown as a
leader, that I don't have to be as controlling as I was in the beginning because of systems
procedures [now] in place.” In “letting go” of the position she had as a primary
headteacher, she went on to say “I had to accept sometimes that in my absence things
might be done in a way that I [would not have] done it, but if it doesn't cause any kind of
legal issue or no one's hurt or harmed or having a problem, then that's just the way it is.”
After two years, EHTP said now I’m “really excited about emerging school leaders who
are developing their own strategy and bringing ideas.” HTP stated, “I have the
accountability for what happens in this school, but work alongside [the executive
headteacher] to secure the future of this school.” Within an environment of leaders with
the same vision, and similar values and motivations, a “trust” within the trust began to
develop.
Participating in the interviews for this research, according to participants,
prompted self-examination, learning, and discussion among the leadership. The CEO
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commented that the experience was “really very valuable, it’s very much a two-way
process” of thoughtful reflection “so in the fact that that's been happening to me, I just
think that clearly would have been happening for my colleagues.” He went on to say that
it was helpful to articulate “the journey that I'm professionally going on and getting to…
at a time in the last phase or the last month of that transition in facilitating others, leading
others, supporting others.” He described the time of reflection of his transition to a new
leadership position as a process he felt gave him “greater clarity in how I’m going to get
there and what I need to do.”
Relationships with the Local Authority and the Community
Because the leadership of the schools within the multi-academy trust had
functioned as school leaders under the local authority prior to the formation of the multiacademy trust, the change presented new challenges in the relationships with the local
authority and with the surrounding community as a whole. HTP said that “when we first
voted to academize, we, at that point, weren't saying [we would definitely] join the
[name] Multi-Academy Trust, but what we were saying was we no longer wanted to be a
local authority school.” She went on to say that as a school under local authority, “we
were going to struggle long term with local authority’s placement of pupils into our
school, so we were receiving a lot of children that have been permanently excluded from
other settings, and we are going to struggle financially going forward because of numbers
on roll, but also the demographic that we serve, and so much of us relying on pupil
premium funding.” HTP explained that “what has happened through the process in
joining the MAT hasn't been a change in ideology or expectations” for us as a school,
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“but actually, it's been the empowerment to achieve what hadn't occurred under the local
authority.” EHTP recognized that different schools have different needs based on their
community and “what we've found actually is there's a stronger commonality about our
understanding of pedagogy and about expectations for communities, and whilst it will
look different [from school to school]… our intention is exactly the same, we want the
same things for our communities.” HTP said that being a part of the trust has given them
“greater autonomy in regards to aspects of admission into our school, in terms of the
curriculum and the diet of learning that we can offer to our children. There's not been an
aspect that we haven't had autonomy over.”
When asked about potential expansion of the multi-academy trust, the EHTP said
that bringing an “infant school into the trust would be brilliant, that it would be an
obvious model,” but followed with “that's not going to happen anytime soon because the
leaders of those schools would not endorse that.” There is a constant struggle in building
relationships and knowing how to inform the community of what the trust is and how to
convince leaders of other schools of the value of being a part of a system of collaborative
schools with a shared vision. In an effort to even collaborate on a local project that
would serve the community, the local authority, if approached, would most likely turn
down the opportunity because according to the EHTP, “it’s about the ownership.” When
asked about increasing efforts of branding, publicity, or marketing the trust, there was an
expressed concern from the CEO about the benefit of raising interest around the multiacademy trust at the cost of creating a perception of competition between the trust and the
local authority. He said, “the problem is, when you're working in a local context, the
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politics locally is different from when you're working in a city context ….. you're not
trying to get all the schools in a particular area of the city ….. you are trying to appeal to
a few schools. The intention, though, is to attempt to raise awareness without irritating
anybody along the line.” The EHTP added that “I look at a lot of my local colleagues
who are cocooned into their [local] schools… [they] will say they work to collaborate.
They do to a point but ultimately they are in competition with each other because that's
the system that's being created…That is different in [our MAT ], that barrier is not here
and some people are still on the journey with us to understand that, but from our
perspective, we have a greater sense of community across all.”
Headteachers and teachers worked to provide the best possible education for their
students but under the local authority, the mandates imposed certain restrictions that
limited the ability of headteachers to provide the desired level of education and support
for students. The move to the multi-academy trust system provided the financial support
as well as the autonomy to both headteachers and teachers in selecting the practice and
curriculum that best meet the needs of the students. Realizing that schools did not have
to compete with each other for students, funding, or evaluative ratings, enabled
headteachers and teachers to work collaboratively in an environment that focused on the
students by supporting learning and allowing educators to provide a good education to all
students.
Barriers and Successes
Once the multi-academy trust was established through the partnership of the five
local academies, the structure of the new organizational governance was put into place
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and began operating under one governing board of trustees. School leadership faced the
successes and barriers that any new organization faced with change experiences, but a
common vision allowed the leadership to address those barriers and celebrate their
successes as they continued to develop the model for a multi-academy trust within the
local community. A BT stated, “It is a change of culture that takes a long time. It's not
just a quick fix change.”
The multi-academy trust allows for greater autonomy, flexibility, and financial
support to be entrusted to headteachers enabling them to make decisions that create the
learning environment appropriate for their particular students. Because the local
authority was not able to support schools with the resources necessary to meet the needs
of their school community and the vision had become unclear under the local authority
and the HTP explained that “we had become about supporting children's emotional and
mental health development. We had not forgotten about learning because we're a school,
but lines had become very blurred and we needed to fix [students] as people and not carry
on with the learning at the same time.” Now, the HTP explained, they have the ability to
take those children into a special learning center, that protects the learning process for
others and allows children that need extra support to be in a different environment called
the “hive.” HTP goes on to say,
we had expectations for good behavior, but now we enforce it and rigorously
enforce it because we're saying all of our children deserve to be able to learn. The
hive at the school would have hopefully happened anyway, but would have taken
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longer to happen because we weren't empowered to be able to make a creative
solution.
The EHTP explained that “the parent support service that we offered via all of our
facilitator's sessions was in place [under the local authority] but wasn't [effective],” so
now we link through the impact of learning, which we haven't done previously. The
autonomy and the support to make decisions and develop learning environments based on
the needs of the students were given to the headteachers and were unique to the
structured offered by the trust.
One of the greatest challenges for the MAT has been trying to create a localized
system of education while continuing to function as a system of schools undergoing
change. “It's the complexity and the challenge of building the plane while you're flying
it” explained the CEO. He went on to suggest the opportunity to “release me [the CEO]
from all that [I’m] doing now, land the plane, get all the passengers off, maybe put them
on another plane for a bit to circle around while we just plan what the new plane is going
to be before we put them back in.” He goes on to say “people don't always appreciate
how much tougher the journey is because … you haven't been able to architect time to be
able to design the plane. You're designing and remodeling it as you're making it, which is
probably very unwise.”
Discussion
Literature has indicated that leadership plays a critical role in change (Buller,
2014; Normore, 2014; Rothwell, 2010; Saraos & Sarros, 2007; Watkins, 2013) which
was confirmed by this study. However, this study also clearly indicated that the personal
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transition of the leaders and their relationships with those external to themselves, offered
critical insight in understanding how successful the change as well as how the change
impacted the community. As the schools transitioned to governance under a MAT,
leaders not only faced organizational change but also a change in key leadership roles.
Those in the more successful school left a place of comfort and familiarity and moved to
a new school culture while others transitioned from the school classified as inadequate to
a new, thriving environment. Furthermore, leaders who were promoted from within
faced significant challenges as they processed their new role while also developing into a
system built of new alliances. Leaders experienced an unanticipated transition of closure
in one position and a period of rediscovery and reidentification before moving externally
to a new position, saturated with new beginnings (Bridges, 2016). The degree to which
the needs of the individual leaders were addressed as they transitioned through the
multiple changes has had substantial impact on the success of the multi-academy trust.
Furthermore, this study highlights how external organizational changes influence
an internal perspective change in the leaders who work to implement this change. As
schools operating under the local education authority the headteachers were responsible
for the operation of a single school under a single Board of Governors. As one
headteacher among five in the MAT, each school leader was part of a larger leadership
team, working to bring about the success of all. The perspective changed from “my
school” to “our schools” was not an easy one. However, as each headteacher transitioned
internally to a leader representing the MAT, the idea of school effectiveness and school
improvement became a larger issue as success changed to the whole, to a group of
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schools, rather than the singular school. The same holds true for school governance,
where each school was overseen by the school’s board of governors as well as the MAT
board. While initially challenging, headteachers came to appreciate the sharing of ideas,
the perspectives of leadership at all levels, and the reassurance that group support brings
to the otherwise lonely job of leading. This, in turn, is not only the external
organizational change but the internal personal transition.
This research provides an empirical lens through which to examine Bridges
(2016) conceptual model of change, a lens previously used to examine business
organizations but rarely used to examine school governance change. This study offers
lessons in the importance of examining change both within the organization through the
personal lens as well as the outside lens. The transition through change often comes at a
personal cost to those leading the change and the perspectives of that personal cost, along
with the barriers faced, are essential considerations when looking at the success of the
change. Moreover, attention must be paid to the community stakeholders outside of the
organization whose support or opposition to the organizational change also bears witness
to success. As multi-academy trusts are rapidly expanding in England, further reciprocal
research of transition through change and the response to that transition might illuminate
the level of success of these developing MATs.
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CHAPTER 3
SHARED EXPERIENCES OF LEADERSHIP TRANSITION:
A CROSS COMPARATIVE STUDY OF SCHOOLS IN ENGLAND AND THE
UNITED STATES
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Abstract
This cross comparative study examines the personal transitions of the leadership from
academies in England with the leadership of independent and charter schools in the
United States. Findings from this qualitative study revealed the many similarities in how
principals from both the U.S. and England processed personal transitions and how those
experiences influenced their leadership within the context of a new school environment
or structure. To be the effective leader, principals had to address their personal
transitions and establish a new identity in an unfamiliar environment and culture.
Acknowledging the transition process as a time of “betwixt and between” and as a
deliberate and significant part of their external change allowed principals to move away
from their former school and prepare for their new experience as effective and healthy
leaders.
Introduction
The strength of an organization is often reflected in the success of the leadership,
and when a change in that leadership occurs, a succession plan helps to stabilize the
organization, the employees, and the external constituencies. In the current climate of
competition and an uncertain economy, understanding and planning for change in
leadership can lead an organization through a time of renewal and growth that
strengthens the organization (Manderscheid & Harrower, 2016; Potts, 2016). If an
organization is not prepared for a change of its chief executive officer, the uncertainty
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and instability that results can dramatically transform the health of the organization.
Bridges (2016) explained that “changes of any sort…finally succeed or fail based on
whether the people affected do things differently” (p. 6). The placement of an individual
in a new role affects multiple constituencies and while unexpected challenges often
occur, Bridges (2016) emphasized that organizations as a whole have struggled with
change when they failed to recognize and support individuals through the transition. For
the individual, working through this personal transition is essential to the success of the
change and an integral part of all that is involved in the change (Bridges, 2016, 1980).
An individual moves through the process of transition by acknowledging, experiencing,
and addressing the elements associated with each phase as reorientation, relearning, and
renewal.
The first two years of a transition are often the most difficult, and an estimated 40
percent are unsuccessful (Manderscheid & Harrower, 2016; Potts, 2016). Planning for
the change not only involves preparing the organization for new leadership, but also
preparing the individual for the transition into new responsibilities in a new social and
cultural environment.
In the early 1990s, a movement began in England and the United States to
restructure the traditional public educational system to a system of publicly funded
schools with greater autonomy (McInerney, 2010). This decentralization of public
education created opportunities for the development of self-managing schools that
focused on “student needs, interests, aptitudes and aspirations” (Caldwell, 2008, p. 241).
Called charter schools in the United States, the first of these opened in the United States
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in 1992 under a charter or contract granted by the state. While independent schools in the
United States are tuition based, they have the same autonomy as charter schools with
accountability to a governing board. Charter schools functioned as public schools within
a local educational system but operated independently, free from most local and state
mandates with the exception of standardized testing. In England, schools, similar to
charter schools, known as academies, were created beginning in 2000 with the intention
of raising standards in disadvantaged communities by removing failing schools from the
local authority and giving school leadership autonomy over operations, curriculum,
personnel, and financial resources with accountability to a governing body, separate from
local governance (Eyles & Machin, 2019; Eyles, Machin, & Silva, 2018).
With these new structures, school leaders have experienced significant changes in
individual roles and responsibilities. Independent schools, sometimes called private
schools, were originally led and managed by their founder, but since the 1960s, have
shifted governance to a board of trustees (Powell, 1996). Most independent schools are
self-determining in their mission, supported through tuition, and accountable to their
governing board and school community (National Association of Independent Schools,
2016). Independent schools in England function in the same way in that they are
independent of the regulations and conditions that apply to state funded schools,
including adherence to the national curriculum (United Kingdom, Government, Schools
and Education, n.d.). Like the independent schools, principals of U.S. charter schools
and academies in England, have become chief executive officers with duties including
day to day operations, as well as administrative and management responsibilities with
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accountability to a school specific, local governing body. This shared governance is
unique to these schools in that they are not a part of a school system with a system-wide
board. They are self-managing schools that carry a “significant amount of authority and
responsibility to make decisions related to the allocation of resources within a centrally
determined framework of goals, policies, standards and accountabilities” (Caldwell &
Spinks, 1992, p. 4).
With the unique nature of shared governance in these types of schools, the
transition experiences of new leaders under this governance structure may also be unique.
Understanding how leaders perceive their personal transition informed not only the
literature, but also practitioners as to organizational socialization and the process of
change in the unique environment of U.S. charter schools and academies in England.
The purpose of this cross comparative study is to examine perceptions of leaders’
personal transitions under shared governance academies in England and independent and
charter schools in the United States. Through the articulations of principals, presidents,
and headteachers, this article explored the experiences of leaders and how they each
transitioned to their role of leadership as well as the opportunities and personal
challenges they faced. Furthermore, we examine the participants’ detailed and
contemporary knowledge of their personal perceptions and experiences as guided by the
following research questions:
1. How do cross-national school leaders describe their personal transition during
a time of organizational change?
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2. How do cross-national school leaders describe their personal transition during
a time of cultural change?
Literature Review
The transition process presents challenges as new leaders adjust to a new culture,
new employees, and a new work environment (Von Villas, 1994; Wheeler, 2010).
Extensive research about succession planning and change in the leadership of the
corporate and non-profit sectors can be found throughout the literature (Buller, 2014;
Calareso, 2013; Carucci & Hansen, 2014; Fink & Brayman, 2004; Hinden & Tebbe,
2003; Rothwell, 2010; Tichy 2014; Watkins, 2013). Furthermore, numerous studies posit
the practicalities of assuming new duties, the introductions that often accompany a highlevel hire, and strategies for building new relationships (Bradt, Check & Pedraza, 2011;
Carucci & Hansen, 2014; Keller & Meaney, 2017; Sarros & Sarros, 2007; Watkins,
2013). Little attention, however, is given to the internal process of transition as
experienced by the individual as they approach transition (Allison, 2002; Martin &
Samels, 2004; Nortier, 1995). As Manderscheid and Harrower (2016) note, “At no time
are leaders more vulnerable to failure as when they are in transition” (p. 390). Moreover,
"one’s ability to successfully navigate a career transition depends more on one’s ability to
manage ‘being new’ than on being technically competent” (Manderscheid & Davidson,
2016, p. 95). Manderscheid and Harrower (2016) cite a need for investigating this
phenomenon by stating that “despite the importance of understanding and correctly
managing leadership transitions, research into dynamics of such transitions and the
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developmental and training activities aimed at facilitating such transitions and managing
polarities is still scarce” (p. 405).
Educational Reform
Since the early 1990s, there has been a movement in the United Kingdom and the
United States to restructure the public educational systems into ones that are more
devolved and give greater authority to the state or local authorities (McInerney, 2010).
This decentralization of public education created opportunities for the development of
self-managing schools that focused on “student needs, interests, aptitudes and
aspirations” (Caldwell, 2008, p. 241). Those in leadership roles at the local school level
were regarded as the experts in determining how to allocate federal resources to best
serve their student population (Caldwell, 2008). This was emphasized by OECD (2004):
An important factor in educational policy is the division of responsibilities among
national, regional and local authorities, as well as schools. Placing more decisionmaking authority at lower levels of the educational system has been a key aim in
educational restructuring and systemic reform in many countries since the early
1980s. (p. 34)
Fukuyama (1995) defined social capital as “the ability of people to work together for
common purposes in groups and organizations,” (p. 10), with the assumption that schools
could achieve greater student success with the support of members of the local
community, and in return, could offer outreach and services to the community (Caldwell,
2008).
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Principals2, however, have been faced with achieving the difficult balance
between the corporate objectives of educational policy and mandates with their “own
principles of what constitutes good teaching and learning” (McInerney, 2010, p. 68).
Principals of traditional schools have been critical of multi-academy trusts, stating that
the structure there contributes to an “overemphasis on business management at the
expense of leadership with a lack of attention to teaching and learning” (McInerney,
2010, p. 68). These newly restructured schools, while independent in their operations,
are all overseen by a local governing board3, based on the idea that organizations should
have a board comprised of individuals who are available and have the ability to counsel,
advise, and deliberate with the executive (Drucker, 1974). The governing body is
responsible for appointing the principal and has the autonomy to lead the school based on
a mission determined by the stakeholders.
Self-Managing Schools
The development and renewal of self-managing schools have been “one
manifestation of a general trend to decentralization” of schools in many countries
(Caldwell, 2008, p. 247). As with any new structure, the leadership must be a champion
of the vision of the school and able to forge a common purpose working through the
challenges that accompany change (Hill, Dunford, Parish, Rea, & Sandals, 2012).
Independent schools’ leaders have reinvented their roles as principals and have drawn

2

For purposes of this study, the term principal will be used synonymously with president, executive
headteacher, headteacher, or head of school.
3
For purposes of this study, the terms board or board of governors will be used synonymously with board
of trustees or board of directors.
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“on all of the resources of the community to meet expectations, including intellectual
capital, social capital, spiritual capital as well as financial capital” (Caldwell, 2008, p.
241) while developing a new process of governance to achieve the defined goals.
Academies and academy chains have worked “to attract and enable the most talented and
inspirational individuals to lead schools and take on broader responsibilities” (Hill,
Dunford, Parish, Rea, & Sandals, 2012, p. 59). The leadership roles of these unique
schools require that individuals have strong skills in the areas of strategy,
communication, performance, analysis, accountability, and personal resilience (Hill,
Dunford, Parish, Rea, & Sandals, 2012). While the challenges are great, Caldwell states
that most current principals of self-managing schools do not want to return to the more
centralized systems of education (Caldwell, 2008).
Independent Schools
Independent schools in the United States are defined by the National Association of
Independent Schools (NAIS) as private, K-12 schools that are self-determining in
mission, supported through tuition, and accountable to their governing board and school
community (National Association of Independent Schools, 2016). Independent schools
are exempt from “much of the bureaucracy and regulation thought to inhibit performance
in the public sector” (Lubienski & Weitzel, 2008, p. 449) but must meet standards of an
approved accrediting organization.
The principal is the chief executive of the organization and provides leadership
for all financial, administrative, and strategic policy (Gilvar, 2004; National Association
of Independent Schools, 2003) as well as retaining complete authority for faculty, staff,
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and student selection, evaluation, and dismissal (DeKuyper, 2007). In the early stages of
independent education, the head of school was the single authority within independent
education (Powell, 1996), in part because many heads founded the schools and in some
cases, owned them. A prevailing dominance of the head of school continued after World
War II because trustees at that time were businessmen who were not involved in running
the school and preferred to hire a strong administrative official who was given the
authority over staff, student admissions, and distribution of financial aid. Since the
1960s, the power has been dispersed between the heads of school to the boards of
trustees, developing the working relationship that exists in independent schools (Powell,
1996).
The governing boards of independent schools establish and maintain bylaws and
policies that conform to the law and are responsible for the selection, hiring, evaluation,
and establishing compensation of the principal. The board must work in tandem with the
head and other school administrators, always being careful to focus the primary work on
long-range and strategic issues, not the daily operations of the school (Chojnacki, 2007;
Orem & Wilson, 2015). Independent schools in England function in the same way, and
like independent schools in the U.S., are independent of the regulations and conditions
that apply to state funded schools, including adherence to the national curriculum (United
Kingdom, Government, Schools and Education, n.d.).
Charter Schools
Charter schools were created as part of an effort to reform education and are
“hybrids of public and private institutions that allow independent development and
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decision-making along with public financing and state accountability for performance”
(Hanushek, Kain, Rivkin & Branch, 2007, p. 824). By 2019, 7,000 charter schools
existed representing 7% of all public schools (National Center for Education Statistics,
2019). Proponents of charter schools seek to provide students with a choice in education,
free from the rules, regulations, and bureaucracy associated with traditional public school
systems (Fox, 2002). Charter schools are tuition-free, operate independently under a
charter or contract, are supported by a nonprofit or for-profit organization, and are
overseen by a governing board as well as the local education agency. Specific charters
vary by state, but all charter schools must present an “acceptable educational plan (their
charter) and be able to attract a sufficient number of students to be economically viable”
(Hanushek, Kain, Rivkin & Branch, 2007, p. 824). Once a charter school is granted a
charter from the state, the school may be required to follow select state mandates, such as
the recruitment of students and standardized testing, but is free from most state
requirements and district management (Karaim, 2017; Loveless & Jasin, 1998).
The traditional role of a principal has been one of management, but the leaders of
charter schools have additional responsibilities and challenges related to ensuring that the
school achieves the purpose, as stated in the charter (Dressler, 2001). By design, the
concept of charter schools challenges and competes with the public school system’s
structure and is, therefore subject to public scrutiny and potential opposition from local
authorities (Loveless & Jasin, 1998). As a result, principals are expected to be more
responsive and accountable to parents and the community (Dressler, 2001) and are
responsible for developing relationships and a public awareness in the community for the
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purpose of student recruitment (Fox, 2002). The principals and governing boards of
charter schools are often well connected in the community, and one administrator
described this underground network as the system that provides information and
resources for the school (Fox, 2002). These partnerships between the community and the
school allow “educators, families and community members [to]work together to share
information, guide students, solve problems and celebrate success” (Epstein, 2011, p. 4).
Also, because government funding is often insufficient, principals have the added burden
of securing additional financial support to supplement the budget and maintain the
physical plant (Fox, 2002) and must rely on their network of relationships for access to
funding.
Academies
The Academies programme was established in England in 2000 with the intention
of restructuring failing schools, primarily in the urban areas, by providing additional
funding from the government and a sponsor, often a business philanthropist (Gibson,
2018). By 2018, there were over 8000 academies, with nearly 65% of England’s
secondary schools becoming academies and 15% of primary schools making the
transition (Eyles & Machin, 2019). With the Academies Act of 2010, other state-funded
schools opted to become academies and function independently of the Local Education
Authority (LEA). Without the limits of geographical locations defined by the LEAs,
academies began to form collaborative partnerships or chains based on their shared
sponsorship or an interest in working together to create a more cost-effective operating
model (Hill, Dunford, Parish, Rea, & Sandals, 2012). The Department of Education
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(2010) concluded that “schools working together lead to better results” (p. 57) and
“chains can support schools to improve more rapidly – by providing a common approach
to professional development, sharing effective practice, and providing shared ‘backoffice’ support” (p. 57). These collaborative partnerships of academies, now referred to
as multi-academy trusts (MAT), often incorporate an underperforming school into the
trust at the request of the central government and play a role in the improvement of the
particular school and consequently, England’s educational system (Simon, James, &
Simon, 2019). The changes in the governance and school structure of the academy have
allowed schools an opportunity for greater independence while still being held
accountable for their performance to a governing board as well as the Department of
Education and the Office for Standards in Education, Children’s Services and Skills
(Ofsted).
DeKuyper (2007) stated that the principal operates in much the same way in
which a chief executive officer runs a corporation and “principals are under increasing
pressure to redefine their roles in terms of corporate responsibilities and business values”
(McInerney, 2010, p. 66). A principal’s position calls for a balance of management and
leadership and often operate in the belief that distributing authority increases power
(Kane & Mason, 1992). Independent schools, charter schools, and academies are led by a
principal who embraces the philosophy of the school, manages the administrative parts of
the organization well, and provides leadership and focus for achieving the school’s
strategic plan. The principal works with the governing board and staff to implement
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board policies and has complete authority for faculty, staff, and student selection,
evaluation, and dismissal.
The growing interests in the privatization of education both in the United States
and England have created opportunities and challenges in leadership development and
governance. The cross-comparative study of the leadership transitions that exist in crossnational systems “enables us to analyse the phenomena ‘from inside’, in their cultural and
social context, in actual local practices, and in people's everyday life” (Gomez &
Kuronen, 2011, p. 685). Through a cross-national comparative study, this research
examined “one or more units in two or more societies, cultures or countries, which are
compared in respect of the same concepts and concerning the systematic analysis of
phenomena, usually with the intention of explaining them and generalising from them”
(Hantrais & Mangen, 1996, pp. 1-2). The “qualitative analysis provides opportunities to
gain deeper understanding of behaviour, attitudes, and experiences” associated with
transitions across countries (Gomez & Kuronen, 2011, p. 686).
Theoretical framework
Bridges (1980) introduced a conceptual model describing the three phases of
transition as the ending of something familiar, the “neutral zone” of disorientation, and
the beginning of something new. Working through the transition as a process is essential
to the success of the change and an integral part of all that is involved in the change
(Bridges, 2016, 1980). Bridges (2016) emphasized that the phases do not have clear or
distinct boundaries but often overlap with greater emphasis on one phase while still
experiencing elements of another. An individual moves through the process of transition
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by acknowledging, experiencing, and addressing the elements associated with each phase
as reorientation, relearning, and renewal. Additionally, Bridges (2016) emphasized that
organizations as a whole have struggled with change when they failed to recognize and
support individuals through the transition. When an organization goes through any type
of change, the leadership must manage the transition so that the individuals who feel the
effects of the organizational development and experience the transition with minimal
distress (Bridges 2016). Bridges (2016) explains that “changes of any sort – even though
they may be justified in economic or technological terms-finally succeed or fail based on
whether the people affected do things differently” (p. 6).
While Bridge’s conceptual framework describes the stages of a transition as the
ending, the neutral zone, and a new beginning, ethnographer Van Gennep (1960) referred
to the neutral zone as a sacred space and wrote that this “symbolic and spatial area of
transition may be found in more or less pronounced form in all the ceremonies which
accompany the passage from one social and magico-religious position to another” (p. 18).
In the analysis of ceremonies and religious rituals, Van Gennep (1960) examined the “life
crises” which accompanied cultural ceremonies or rites of passage and established three
distinct phases or stages: separation, transition or liminality, and incorporation. These
“transition rites” accompany “every change of state of social position, or certain points in
age” (Turner, 1974, p. 231). Based on Van Gennep’s concept of liminality, Turner
(1977) applied liminality to his anthropological data from the ritual processes he
observed in the tribal societies of Central Africa. Turner (1977) described liminality as
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the stage of “betwixt-and-between” within the transition process and the long or extended
threshold passing from “dynamics to statics…that can become a set way of life” (p. 37).
As part of the betwixt and between state of liminality, Turner (1974) wrote that
there also exists
a state of outsiderhood, referring to the condition of either permanently and by
ascription set outside the structural arrangements of a given social system, or
being situational or temporarily set apart, or voluntarily setting oneself apart for
the behavior of the status-occupying, role-play members of that system. (p. 233).
Moving to a higher status, ritual liminars discard or are stripped of their former identity
and status by cultural requirements (Turner, 1974). During the cultural rites of passage or
the process of initiation, Turner (1987) used the term “structural invisibility” to explain
that while members of the society only see what they expect to see, the individuals
experiencing the transition exhibit an “outward and visible form to an inward and
conceptual process” (p. 6). Feeling invisible during this transitional process is a
commonly expressed experience and is associated with experiences of seclusion from the
“culturally defined and ordered states” as well as a loss of identity, status, property, and
position (Turner, 1987, p. 8).
Turner (1974) describes the “in-between” stage as a process for the passenger as
he passes “through a symbolic domain that has few or none of the attributes of his past or
coming state” (p. 232). Cook-Sather (2006) suggested that a “revised theory of
liminality” can support and analyze transitions within an educational context when the
contemporary lifestyle is composed of multiple liminal phases as individuals move
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Figure 2: Stages of Transition
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between cultures, contexts, and roles (p. 122). This state or period of time is a
transformative process from one state to another (Turner, 1987) that offers opportunities
to explore “new identities and ways of being” (Mills & Bettis, 2015, p. 106). The process
can be a time of growth, contemplation, and examination of the mysteries and difficulties
associated with the change (Bridges, 2016; Turner 1974). A leader may not be able to
successfully take the achievements and positive experiences from one context and simply
replicate those experiences in a new context or environment. Instead, leadership
transition, like any transition in life, is a process and requires individuals to unlearn,
recalibrate, and relearn according to their new context as they transition through the stage
or place that Turner (1977) refers to as “betwixt-and-between” (p. 37). Turner’s (1977)
liminality framework was used to examine the various perspectives and reflections by
principals, presidents, and headteachers with regard to the in-between stage or period of
time identified as the “betwixt and between” (p. 37) to give structure and provide an
understanding of the transition process.
Research Methods
Sites and Participants
Through professional networks that served as gatekeepers, a series of formal
interviews were conducted along with site visits in both southern England and the
southeastern United States. Data collection in this study included leadership interviews
from leaders of three types of schools; that is, independent schools, charter schools and
academies. Three of the independent schools and a single charter school were located in
the United States, one independent school was in England, and a multi-academy trust,
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that was comprised of five schools in England. The participants chosen for this research
were principals and heads of schools who were in their current positions of leadership for
less than five years and could readily recall and reflect upon their transition process.
Snowball sampling was utilized as participants offered recommendations of other school
leaders in similar situations. These referrals and introductions helped facilitate additional
interviews at other school (see Table 3 for demographics of schools).
Data Analysis
Interview data were analyzed to examine principal experiences throughout the
transition process. Audio taped interviews were transcribed verbatim and digitally stored
on a password protected computer. Analysis began with examination of the interview
transcripts (Creswell & Poth, 2018), first to obtain a general sense of the information and
then an open coding process was implemented to organize the responses. A code map
was constructed where initial codes were collapsed into pattern variables, which were
then categorized into themes (Anfara, Brown, & Mangione, 2002). Preliminary findings
were shared with several participants to ensure that the themes reflected the intended
meaning and communication reflected through the interview transcripts (Merriam &
Tisdale, 2016).
Findings
Findings from this qualitative study explored how school principals processed
personal transitions and what they gleaned from the experiences that influenced their
leadership within the context of a new school environment or structure. Emergent themes
from the interviews identified three areas that influenced their transition process:
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Table 3: Principal Codes
Code

Gender Type of School

Grade Levels

Location

P1
P2
P3
P4
P5
P6
P7
P8
EP (Exec. Prin.)

M
F
M
F
M
F
F
M
M

K-12
K-12
K-12
K-8
EY-12
Junior
Secondary
Secondary, Sixth Form
Junior, Secondary, Sixth Form

GA, US
GA, US
TN, US
TN, US
England
England
England
England
England

Independent School
Independent School
Independent School
Charter School
Independent School
MAT Academy
MAT Academy
MAT Academy
Multi-Academy Trust
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external constructs, expectations and realities, and personal perspectives.
External Constructs
Leadership transition normally begins when an individual makes the decision to
accept a new position and once that decision is announced, stakeholders, groups, and
external procedures can impact the process. According to Bridges (2016), the transition
does not necessarily begin on the last day of one position and end on the first day of new
job but the transition process can last for an extended a period of time, possibly a full
year into the new position, with the length of the transition period potentially varying
from principal to principal. P3 had a week between officially leaving his former school
and starting work at his new school but described the transition process as beginning
when he interviewed for the new position and then lasting well into the first year of the
position. P2 said that he began his transition when he announced his resignation in
November effective the following June, but remained in his role as principal to complete
the school year. For P2 and P3, the period of change involved working in both schools
simultaneously in an effort to complete projects at the current school and yet also work in
areas of development, hiring, and strategic planning at the new school. P2 commented,
however, that his phone quit ringing immediately following the announcement of his
resignation, with constituencies directing questions to other members of the leadership
team.
When a change in leadership occurs, succession plans or systems are activated
with the intention of easing the change process for both the school and the principal. The
search committee or a subcommittee of the governing board forms a transition committee
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to support the incoming individual as s/he moves into the new position. While a list of
doctors and grocery stores was a kind gesture, P2 thought it would have been more
helpful if the governing board had spent more time discussing the change and how it
affected the school community. P1 said that while the board offered him a “support
committee,” he found that this really was not necessary or helpful, as he needed to
“figure things out” on his own. P1 also said that his predecessor left gifts of school
paraphernalia, but said he would have appreciated more an invitation from his
predecessor to call or email should a situation arise that required history or context that
only the former principal would have.
Building relationships and learning “where the pressure points are” was a
necessary step in understanding the climate of the school, according to P2. Upon further
reflection, P2 explained, “It’s just part of the mindset the transitioning leader has to have
coming into it, to understand there’s not a rulebook or a guidebook, but managing the
culture and political context that you’re in, is it.” However, P3 said that you cannot
“neglect the cocktail parties or the transition committee, but don’t believe that that’s what
is going to make a difference.” She went on to say that the board was focused on “issues
of likeability,” but she explained that while introductions were helpful, getting parents to
like her could not be the primary goal, as “she was going to ruffle some feathers, and that
was okay.”
In England, there are similar external constructs that impacted the transition of
new principals but, more specifically, the surrounding community. Acknowledging that
leading a school that now served a more difficult student population, P5 explained that
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being a part of the multi-academy trust allowed the school some protection to the extent
that “we had a bit more financial muscle because we could centralize services” and
provide additional support. P5 went on to say that unlike many of his colleagues, his
“strong local accent,” and his background from a working class family positively affected
the way people saw him and perceived him as an insider. P5 defined his role a one of
“finding out what drives the school [as] key” and when “transforming a school, it’s not
about the programs, it’s about culture.” As principal of a junior school that became a
member of the multi-academy trust, P6 reflected that her new role allowed her to be a
part of collaborations where “we’re bringing about a bigger picture, a bigger offer for
[local] pupils” through greater access to resources and development. P7 moved to a
school that had received low Ofsted scores and was not conducive to learning, there was
a lack of support in the greater community for the school and the students. Within six
months a new leadership structure was put in place and according to P7, “there’s a whole
team now of brilliant people who provide support” to the teaching staff and are “working
directly with youngsters.” P7 described her vision as one of “confident teachers
delivering good quality learning experiences for youngsters” and a restored community
with a “greater sense of pride in themselves, in the place[school], and in the area.”
Expectations and Realities
The expectations of what the governing board believes is needed in a leader and
what they want for the school are often different from what the principal believes is best
for the school. When hiring a new principal, boards and search committees focus on
candidates’ previous experience and successes as well as the recommendations of
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individuals associated with the candidates’ former schools. Part of the transition process
includes a reconciliation of what the incoming principal with stakeholders and other
constituencies determine together that the school needs to be successful. P2 said that he
was hired to lead a school that shared many of the same challenges with his previous
school, but he soon realized that he needed to adapt his former model, because leading in
the same way “was not what the school needed.” P3 said the “community was used to
certain patterns and certain behaviors,” and she decided as part of the transition that she
needed to think about “what is the right pathway for me to enter this community.” She
said she couldn’t “keep showing up as somebody I’m not. It’s exhausting. I have to be
me.” She went on to say that she knew that she had to step away from “doing things the
way the previous head did because that [was] what the school was used to” and instead
do things the way she would do as the leader based on her own “interpretation of what
[was] right for the school.” P3 explains that part her transition was being the outsider and
seeing things objectively with “fresh eyes” that those within the organization do not see.
They don’t know what they don’t know, what they’re not aware of, and they’ve
been swimming in the water for so long that they don’t know that the water in
certain parts is a little tainted or little off. (P3)
In the reflection of her experience in a new role and new environment, P3 explained,
“when you’re in that seat, you have an idea of what you think the job is, and then you do
it, and it’s so different.”
The direction established by a former principal or lack of, impacted the transition
of principals in England. P6 said that she followed poor leadership and recognized that
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the transition was “easier because she (the former principal) was so unpopular,” and
under those circumstances, she had a clear role to play—she was told “you are the irritant
and that’s going to have to be the role because we need it.” She found that the school
needed a leader who could provide a sense of security, as prior to her tenure there had
been four principals in a period of five years, but after some time in her new role, the
principal remarked “I think I’ve sort of fallen in love with it here” and committed to
leading the school for a period of time. At another school that lost their highly successful
and well-respected principal, P8 shared that when he stepped into the role after the
former principal left, “there was a feeling among the staff… that the school had been
abandoned.” He knew he had to immediately step in and provide leadership, stability,
and security.
Similarly, in the U.S., principals had to work through the process of the transition
of leadership. P1 explained that his predecessor “left me with a blank slate”—no notes or
files and he knew “my style would be different--it doesn’t make it right or better or
worse, just different.” P1’s approach meant taking time to work through and uncover
many practices and unresolved issues as part of the transition process into the first year.
He used that time to “listen and learn from the school, the community, the culture while
getting my family settled and it was a busy year,” but P1 explained that “there wasn’t the
same kind of pressure” to perform and meet expectations that he felt in year two. P2 said
of the first year that you “have to develop a self-awareness of how it’s going, how you’re
splashing down, the norms you’re violating, the norms you’re building and all the rest for
it” in order to be effective.
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Personal Perspectives
When faced with the transition, leaders often reflect on their purpose, their
preparation, and their responsibilities. EP surmised that principals as a whole “want to
influence peers in the profession and then…make a difference across the school that [they
are] in ...and then…think about how [they] want to make a difference across the system.”
Principals move within a system “because [they] believe in something, and [they] want to
do that for more people and… influence things beyond just [their] own sphere of
influence.” He described his most recent move as the first time he had made a
“significant move within the same geography, with everybody knowing my flaws,”
creating sometimes a difficult set of circumstances. By articulating his journey “of that
transition and facilitating others, leading others, supporting others, it has “prompted more
questions” and given “greater clarity in how I’m going to get there and what I need to
do.”
Transitions to new roles created challenges for principals in England. P5 was
changing roles within a system and commented that his training was insufficient and
didn’t “prepare me to be a [principal] in any way, shape, or form. The [training] was
useful in the respect I got to meet other people who were transitioning into jobs, but as a
training facility, [it was] absolutely no use whatsoever.” As soon as I stepped into the
position, I was “the person that when there’s a problem…it’s my phone they ring.” P7,
when leaving one position and moving to another school in a system undergoing change,
said, “I have to accept that in my absence things might be done in a way that I wouldn’t
have done it.” That same principal went on to say, “I think I recognize how I’ve grown
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as a leader, and I don’t have to be as controlling as I was in the beginning because of
systems and procedures being in place.” When reflecting on his recent experience of
transition, P5 stated that “I certainly didn’t want anyone to go through what I had gone
through in terms of that transition.”
Because school leadership positions are more limited among independent schools
and charter schools in the U.S., accepting a new position often requires the individual to
move from one school system to another, sometimes uprooting their family and moving
to a different state or part of the county. As with any relocation, principals then have the
additional challenge of developing a new network of relationships outside of the school
community and must be intentional about addressing the needs of self and potentially
their family. One realization of P3 was that being in the role of a principal is “very
isolating” with “so little time that when you have that free time, your family is going to
come first... and with the 24/7 nature of our work, and I think it becomes harder and
harder to figure out how to turn it off and take care of yourself, but it's critically
important” with each transition. For P4, her transition began when she made the decision
to resign one position and accept another and “there were a lot of tears because you spend
time investing in people personally and professionally, and likewise, they invest in you,
personally and professionally. I’ve made lots of friends along the way and it’s never
easy.”
Like England, principals of independent schools in the U.S. are exempt from state
leadership licensure and leadership preparation is based on experience and professional
development offered through professional associations. P1 was felt that he was well
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prepared to lead a school, but not prepared to transition into a new school environment
nor was the school prepared for a new principal.
I look back on [my experience] and realize how poorly prepared I was just at an
intellectual and sort of emotional level to do it and how important that preparation
was because the institution was even more poorly prepared than I was. And that at
the end of the day, that is really what most institutions are going to be like that go
through a transition. Very few of them, if any, are really going to offer much help.
(P1)
Principals emphasized the responsibility of the leader to determine how to
effectively lead a particular school, as P2 pointed out that:
You’re on your own and you can do it. It's not that you can’t do it but if you were
waiting for someone to throw you cocktail parties or that is going to help you
move the process along, or you’re waiting for somebody to navigate the
relationships and set the stage and all that kind of thing, you'd be waiting a long
time because no one has really any idea except someone who sat in this office and
did it. Even given if that person organized reality differently than you will,
emphasized and saw different things that you don’t see, and you see different
things that that person didn’t see.
Culture, politics, students, and parents can be a part of the difficulties faced, but they are
also included as responsibilities of the position. P1 stated,
It’d be easy enough just to say, “You people did a pathetic job in transitioning me
as a new person and the circumstances I came into were just impossible.” But the
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truth of it is, that I was an adult and I accepted the job and it wasn’t like I didn't
know there was all this stuff going on and I maybe didn’t have the context or the
experience to know what it would actually mean but I actually think that if you're
going to be the CEO of an organization, you typically get what you deserve and
you get the circumstances you deserve. You can spend a lot of time trying to
figure out who else is to blame for your circumstances or you can just say, “Well,
it was probably me and I need to be a big boy here.”.
P1 followed with,
I think at the end of the day it is more the mindset that you come in with, that the
job is your job. The transition task is your task. And you might get some help with
it - you probably will - but it's not going to be enough to make it successful.
You're going to have to make it successful and you're going to have to do that by
taking the place on its own terms and understanding the dynamics of it.
A principal may easily assume all duties and responsibilities of his or her new
position and will certainly face unexpected challenges, but unless they are deliberate in
their personal process of transition, may struggle to achieve the desired level of success.
An intentional time of preparation for the new role is crucial, not just in the logistics of
the change and the assessment of the new school environment, but in the internal process
of transferring, applying, and adapting their knowledge and previous experiences to a
new set of circumstances and opportunities.
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Discussion
Whether in England or in the U.S., when principals moved to a new school or
when an organizational change occurred, as in the case of the multi-academy trust,
principals experienced a personal transition that resulted from a change in both the
physical environment and the culture. The changes included new policies, structures, and
procedures, but also a new culture for each of the leaders interviewed. Change always
incites a time of learning and adjustment, but understanding the changes cognitively,
logistically, and from an administrative point of view is only external layers of the
change process, and principals recognized that there is a process of personal transition
that occurred as well. Principals had a solid understanding of how to manage within
various structures, but there was a time of transformation where either the new principal
adopted and embraced the current policy or the policy was altered or adapted to fit his or
her style of leadership. While maintaining a necessary level of stability within the
school, principals struggled to understand how much forgiveness they would be granted
when making changes to the current process and in what time frame those changes could
be made.
The system of governance and policy were tangible processes and well
documented, but the culture was often more difficult to assess both in England and in the
U.S. The unspoken rules and norms that represented long standing traditions were
sometimes willingly shared by the various constituencies and shareholders. Principals
made efforts to connect with various groups in formal and informal settings in an effort to
learn more about expectations and practices associated within the social and cultural
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contexts. One-on-one conversations proved to be helpful and informative, but given the
demands of their time, their ability to meet regularly with those individuals was limited.
Principals made efforts to connect with various groups in formal and informal settings in
an effort to learn more about expectations and practices associated within the social and
cultural contexts. Principals found that while search committees, governing boards, and
transition committees all had good intentions of supporting the new principal, most
principals realized that it was their responsibility to prepare for the transition and
recognize the potential challenges while learning everything relevant to both environment
and the culture of the school.
To be the effective leader, the principal had to address his personal transition and
establish a new identity in an unfamiliar environment and culture. The principals
interviewed were all individuals with high expectations of their own abilities to create or
develop learning environments where students would be successful. They were qualified
principals who understood the responsibilities as well as the professional standards that
guided their decisions. Principals recognized that their success as administrators
depended in large part on their ability to create a place where teachers and students could
do their best work together and where learning could occur through optimal teacherstudent interaction. Principals, however, often struggled to prioritize their attention to
their own personal health and transition. While there were individuals or systems put in
place to support or supplement the external transition process, it was necessary for the
principal to also recognize the natural process of the personal transition that accompanies
the external changes and to be deliberate in addressing those needs as well. The period of
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“betwixt and between” can provide the individual with a time of growth and renewal, but
if discounted or overlooked, the new principal may be disappointed, frustrated, or
possibly overwhelmed in the new position, thus failing to provide the school with
effective and successful leadership.
Several of the principals had informal relationships with mentors but
acknowledged the value of identifying an outside resource or mentor that could offer
feedback and guidance through their transition process. Further research could investigate
those principals that have contracted outside support and determine if those relationships
were effective and helpful to the principals’ personal transition processes.
The transition process is faced by everyone at different points in their life through
new jobs, relationships, relocations, loss, and other life experiences, however, this study
focused specifically on principals as they transition from one position to another.
Educational leaders are adept and often experts at managing change but often these same
principals in their drive for success, fail to allow time to process a period of personal
growth and transition as they move into a new culture and school environment.
Acknowledging the transition process as a time of “betwixt and between” and as a
deliberate and significant part of their external change will allow principals to move from
their former school and prepare for their new experience as an effective and healthy
leader.
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BUILDING THE PLANE WHILE YOU ARE FLYING IT: THE TRANSITION
OF A LEADER AMIDST A CHANGE IN GOVERNANCE
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Abstract
In a national effort to transform education by granting schools the autonomy to govern
and operate as independent organizations, a UK headteacher, upon whom this study was
based, saw an opportunity to create a multi-academy trust through the collaboration of
schools within a local community. This qualitative case study examined a headteacher’s
challenge in implementing organizational change while continuing ongoing school
operations. Findings revealed the feelings of skepticism and uncertainly within the
community as members faced a change in how they experienced education. Similarly,
the headteacher expressed his own feelings of risk, vulnerability, and precariousness
through his personal transition as he moved into the newly created role of CEO. The
challenging process of a personal transition, while simultaneously leading a
transformation within the community, ultimately yielded the desired benefits for school
improvement. Findings from this study provides insight for school leaders as they
prepare for personal transition and for governing bodies and constituencies in their efforts
to better support the transition amidst a change for the greater good.
Introduction
Education in England has experienced a series of changes and educational reform
measures, which has focused on the restructuring of school systems by moving control
from the Local Education Authorities (LEA), giving individual schools greater autonomy.
In 2000, David Blunkett, Secretary of State of Education and Employment, announced
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the creation of independent schools called City Academies that were to be maintained by
the Department of Education and subsidized by sponsors. Initially, City Academies were
established to “tackle social injustice by targeting children in the inner-cities where many
schools were perceived to be failing” (Walford, 2014, p. 263). With the Education Act
of 2002, the schools were renamed academies and were expanded to include schools
outside the urban districts. With increased funding and oversight by the state, additional
academies were created with the expectation that they would replace what the Office for
Standards in Education, Children’s Services and Skills (Ofsted), the English school
inspectorate body, termed “failing schools” (Gorard, 2005). The Academies Act of 2010
went one step further and allowed successful schools to become academies, thus, gaining
independence from the LEA and the autonomy to choose curriculum and set salary scales
for staff. As the academy system continued to develop, organizing bodies began to
consolidate academies into collaborative partnerships or a single system known as a chain
or multi-academy trust, that is, “a group of schools working together under a common
brand and governance framework” (Chapman & Salokangas, 2012, p. 479). A central
structure for said trusts provides a coordinated effort to support struggling schools, an
economy of administrative functions, shared resources, and a form of succession
planning and career development within the chain. Without any geographical
restrictions, trusts incorporated schools with varying interests, values, and needs
(Chapman & Salokangas, 2012) and in 2016, the Department of Education (2016b) called
for a more regional approach to multi-academy trusts creating clusters of schools “with a
shared sense of community, ethos and values” (p. 12).
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As the multi-academy structure continued to evolve, improvement and
collaboration across school boundaries became essential elements for success and
required different forms of leadership (Chapman & Salokangas, 2012). One headteacher
of a high performing English school envisioned building a community of schools in a
local area that would support one another rather than compete with each other. He
believed that by building a community-based system, he could nurture a developed
interest and joint responsibility by the community for providing a safe place for students
to go to school, an environment that fostered growth and a restored sense of pride among
students for learning and for their school. Such reform would require significant
changes in the structure of the existing system and in the culture of the students, parents,
and community, all while providing and maintaining the current system of education
throughout the transition.
Educational policy is often followed by new initiatives and mandated changes that
require implementation by the local leadership. School leaders may be placed in a
position to make changes during the regular routines of the school year without the ability
to pause or place on hold the day to day operations of the school. The leader and the
school’s staff experience a period of liminality while trying to maintain order and
continuity for the shareholders. The imposed changes can invoke feelings of uncertainly
and vulnerability while piloting a new idea or system in real time using teachers and
students as the experimental participants. School leaders long for the opportunity to plan
or structure new programs in isolation of the continuous cycle of education and school
operations before implementing and testing the initiative or mandate but often must
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implement change while continuing to operate. This study examines one such
headteacher through a narrative lens, to gain his perspective of change when, given the
opportunity to create a positive change in the community, he continued with his
responsibilities as the headteacher of a secondary school, while orchestrating the
development of a multi-academy trust through the consolidation of five schools into one
system with a unified purpose. This study is guided by the following research questions:
1. How does a headteacher transition a collection of schools into a community
based multi academy trust while maintaining stability, continuity, and a system of
governance, within each school?
2. What are the experiences of a headteacher as he transitions from the role of
headteacher into the new role of executive headteacher created by a change in the
organizational structure to a multi academy trust?
Literature Review
The turmoil and change in the political, social, and economic arenas worldwide in
the 1980s created what Drucker (1989) referred to as the “new realities” (p. 3) and
governments experienced the steady decline of large centralized bureaucracies and the
emergence of self-managing organizations. Drucker (1989) predicted that these
organizational changes and the advances in technology would impact education with a
need for a more educated and knowledgeable workforce in information-based
organizations and since then, educational reform has taken center stage in many
countries. Over the last twenty years, there has been a movement in England to
restructure the public educational system into a more devolved educational system,
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giving more authority to the state or local authorities (McInerney, 2010). As noted by the
Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (2004):
An important factor in educational policy is the division of responsibilities among
national, regional and local authorities, as well as schools. Placing more decisionmaking authority at lower levels of the educational system has been a key aim in
educational restructuring and systemic reform in many countries since the early
1980s. (p. 34)
The decentralization of public education created opportunities for the creation of
self-managing schools that focused on student “needs, interests, aptitudes and
aspirations” (Caldwell, 2008, p. 250) and those in the leadership roles at the local school
level were regarded as the experts in determining how to allocate federal resources to best
serve their student population (Caldwell, 2008).
A Community-Based Multi Academy Trust
The “corporatization” of education has moved toward restructuring a government
entity into an organization that manages public assets using a corporate model based on
“goals, practices, motivation, and instincts of the private sector” (Courtney, 2015, p. 214215). With this movement came the emergence of independent state funded schools
(ISFSs) that allowed schools the freedom from local authority and the autonomy to be
self-governed by members of the private sector to make decisions over curriculum and
personnel (Chapman & Salokangas, 2012). England used the ISFS model to create
academies as an effort to provide a better education for students in urban or lower socioeconomic areas (Gorard, 2005). By becoming an academy, schools were no longer
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governed by the local authority and could manage their own finances and make decisions
regarding teacher compensation, curriculum, and admissions.
Collaborations of schools were formed as a means for school improvement, some
managed by a non-profit or charitable organization but with shared leadership and
administrative structure (Woods & Simkins, 2014) and most are not geographically based
(West & Wolfe, 2018). Other schools have been encouraged to join together in a local
collaboration to share resources and strengthen teacher recruitment to the area, some
under the leadership of a single executive headteacher, but these schools were not
necessarily academies (Woods & Simkins, 2014). With the development of multiacademy trusts, academies joined together under a shared mission or pedagogical
approach with the benefits of a centralized administration and human resources. The
Department of Education (2016a) stated that through the model of multi-academy trusts
“the best leaders can extend their influence by running multiple schools” (p. 16).
Chapman and Salokangas (2012) found a higher level of impact when the executive
leadership was over two or more schools. Providing schools with more autonomy and
“promoting collaborations across school boundaries are key features of the next phase of
educational reform and will require new forms of leadership” (Chapman & Salokangas,
2012, p. 477).
Critics of the multi-academy trust structure, however, voiced concern over the
likelihood of greater inequality in the “provision of educational services between rich and
poor schools as a consequence of competition between schools” (McInerney, 2010, p.
68). Historically, urban schools have been located in a community and not of the
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community and underlying distrust and fears have played a role in creating barriers
between the schools and members of the local neighborhood (Schutz, 2006). As the needs
of students and families continued to extend beyond the school day, schools and
communities have discovered the value of working together. Moreover, increased
communication between the school leadership and community has had a positive impact
in the success of students as well as in the services provided through school-community
relationships (Hausman, Crow, & Perry, 2000). Epstein pointed out that “while the
activities of families, schools, and communities are distinct and different, when they are
shared and supportive in their goals, the boundaries among these arenas of children’s
lives become more fluid and permeable.” (Epstein, 2010 p. 69). Furthermore, Epstein
(2010) wrote,
All students and their families live in communities, whether close to or distant
from schools, that are diverse in geography and history and in economic and
social characteristics. Wherever they are located, all communities include
individuals, groups, and organizations that care about children; share
responsibility for children’s futures; and are potentially valuable resources for
children, families, and schools. (p. 4-5)
Through partnerships, “educators, families, and community members work together to
share information, guide students, solve problems, and celebrate successes” recognizing
the shared responsibility for the education and development of their children” (Epstein,
2010, p. 4).
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A Transition to Community-Based Leadership
At a time when the economy is unstable and the travel industry has faced
unprecedented loss with the decrease in air travel as a result of Covid-19, United Airlines
followed through with the succession plan that was put in place three years ago when
Scott Kirby was hired as president to replace Oscar Munoz as CEO. The announcement
was made in December of 2019, and with the country under lockdown, reducing the
flight schedule by 90% and United’s shares down more than 72%, Kirby was named
CEO in May of 2020. His appointment reflected the commitment by the board to
preserve leadership continuity and demonstrated confidence in the airline’s strategy and
recent efforts in a cultural transformation. Together Kirby and Munoz, as the Chairmen
of the Board, faced the difficult decisions ahead and worked to restore the overall health
of the airline. One journalist, Bill Murphy (2019) Jr. wrote of the succession,
Who knows how things will turn out? But if your goal is to ensure a smooth
leadership transition, it seems to me that United is offering a textbook case on
how to make it work. Plan as far ahead as you can, and recruit good people who
work well together. Everything else is external.
United Airlines offers a lesson in transition to industries across the spectrum,
including education. For most organizations, the transition process presents challenges as
new leaders adjust to a new culture, new employees, and a new work environment (Von
Villas, 1994; Wheeler, 2010). Extensive research about succession planning and change
in the leadership of corporate and non-profit sectors can be found throughout the
literature (Buller, 2014; Calareso, 2013; Carucci & Hansen, 2014; Fink & Brayman,
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2004; Hinden & Tebbe, 2003; Rothwell, 2010; Tichy 2014; Watkins, 2013).
Furthermore, numerous studies posit the practicalities of assuming new duties, the
introductions that often accompany a high-level hire, and strategies for building new
relationships (Bradt, Check & Pedraza, 2011; Carucci & Hansen, 2014; Keller &
Meaney, 2017; Sarros & Sarros, 2007; Watkins, 2013). Little attention, however, is
given to the internal process of transition as experienced by the individual leader as they
approach their transition (Allison, 2002; Martin & Samels, 2004; Nortier, 1995). As
Manderscheid and Harrower (2016) note, “At no time are leaders more vulnerable to
failure as when they are in transition” (p. 390). Moreover, "one's ability to successfully
navigate a career transition depends more on one's ability to manage ‘being new' than on
being technically competent” (Mandersheid & Davidson, 2016, p. 95). Manderscheid
and Harrower (2016) cite a need for investigating this phenomenon by stating that
“despite the importance of understanding and correctly managing leadership transitions,
research into dynamics of such transitions and the developmental and training activities
aimed at facilitating such transitions and managing polarities is still scarce” (p. 405).
With the move toward a corporate model of education, headteachers “are under
increasing pressure to redefine their roles in terms of corporate responsibilities and
business values” (McInerney, 2010, p. 66). The role of headteacher calls for a balance of
management and leadership (Kane & Mason, 1992) and academies and academy chains
have worked “to attract and enable the most talented and inspirational individuals to lead
schools and take on broader responsibilities” (Hill, Dunford, Parish, Rea, & Sandals,
2012, p. 59). As with any new structure, the leadership must be a champion of the vision
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of the academy and able to forge a common purpose working through the challenges that
accompany change (Hill, Dunford, Parish, Rea, & Sandals, 2012).
As executive headteachers of the newly formed multi-academy trusts, school
leaders have become experts “at playing according to the codified rules of audit,
management and markets, which individualise, through the use of data, the performance
of each teacher, each head and each school” (Thomson, 2010, p. 15). With some interest
in providing stakeholders the opportunity of school choice, school leaders now have a
responsibility to market their educational platform and become more focused on outperforming other area schools.
Principals of the traditional schools have been critical of the multi-academy trusts
stating that there exists an “overemphasis on business management” (McInerney, 2010, p.
68) and claims that those in leadership positions are faced with the difficult balance of the
corporate objectives of educational policy and mandates with their “own principles of
what constitutes good teaching and learning” (McInerney, 2010, p. 68). Courtney (2015)
goes one step further and stated that those in educational leadership through a corporate
lens can focus on the evaluation of the brand and the financial position overlooking the
ethic of care and trust long associated with professionalism in education.
The vision to empower the community to take ownership of their schools through
local governance, independent of the local authority, became a reality at a time in
England when privatization and moves to academization were rapidly increasing
in school systems throughout the country. The sense of care that refers to
belonging allowed the community to take ownership of the schools and
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reinvigorated the feeling that these were “our” schools and “we” belong to them
and they to “us.” (Angelle, Ritchie, & Potter, 2019, p. 14).
Khalifa (2012) argues that school leaders play a significant role in developing the
relationship between school personnel and members of the community and that these
relationships have a positive impact both academically and behaviorally with the local
students. Khalifa (2012) added that the “the community-based leadership performed by
principals must be coupled with a deep understanding of the surrounding neighborhood
community being served” (p. 427) and must work continuously to build trust if they hope
to establish relationships with parents within the community.
Multi-Academy Trust Governance
Academies are controlled and financed by the government through a contractual
agreement between a legal entity known as a trust and the Secretary of State for
Education (West & Wolfe, 2018). A multi-academy trust is one that consists of more
than one academy, led by a governing board with one of the primary responsibilities of
the board being to uphold the mission of the school (West & Wolfe, 2018; Wilkins,
2012). Multi-academy trusts, like other organizations have a board comprised of
individuals who have the abilities to counsel, advise, and deliberate with the executive
(Drucker, 1974). The board of governors develops policies that support the mission, the
vision and the strategic plan, is responsible for overseeing the school’s resources and may
or may not live in the surrounding area (Wilkins, 2012). With an interest in operating an
educational system like a business, corporate actors with an expertise in non-education
fields are often sought after for their experience with business or corporate entities
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(Courtney, 2015) and have “considerable power to recruit like-minded leaders,
manage and shape their performance, influence the curriculum, transform
pedagogies and recommend teachers’ dismissal” (Courtney, 2015, p. 227). The
boards must work in tandem with the chief executive officer always being careful to
focus the primary work on long-range and strategic issues and not on the daily operations
of the school (Chojnacki, 2007; Orem & Wilson, 2015).
Theoretical framework
Bridges (1980) introduced a conceptual model describing the three phases of
transition as the ending of something familiar, the “neutral zone” of disorientation, and
the beginning of something new. Working through the transition as a process is essential
to the success of the change and an integral part of all that is involved in the change
(Bridges, 2016, 1980). Bridges (2016) emphasized that the phases do not have clear or
distinct boundaries but often overlap with greater emphasis on one phase while still
experiencing elements of another. An individual moves through the process of transition
by acknowledging, experiencing, and addressing the elements associated with each phase
as reorientation, relearning, and renewal.
Ethnographer Van Gennep (1960) referred to the neutral zone as a sacred space
and wrote that this “symbolic and spatial area of transition may be found in more or less
pronounced form in all the ceremonies which accompany the passage from one social and
magico-religious position to another” (p. 18). In the analysis of ceremonies and the
religious rituals, Van Gennep (1960) examined the “life crises” which accompanied
cultural ceremonies or rites of passage and established three distinct phases or stages:
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separation, transition or liminality, and incorporation. Based on Van Gennep's concept of
liminality, Turner (1977) applied liminality to his anthropological data from the ritual
processes he observed in the tribal societies of Central Africa. Turner (1977) described
liminality as the stage of “betwixt-and-between” within the transition and the long or
extended threshold passing from “dynamics to statics…that can become a set way of life”
(p. 37). During the cultural rites of passage or the process of initiation, Turner (1987)
used the term “structural invisibility” to explain that while members of the society only
see what they expect to see, the individuals experiencing the transition exhibit an
“outward and visible form to an inward and conceptual process” (p. 6). Feeling invisible
during this transitional process is a commonly expressed experience and is associated
with experiences of seclusion from the “culturally defined and ordered states” as well as a
loss of identity, status, property, and position (Turner, 1987, p. 8).
Turner (1974) describes the “in-between” stage as a process for the passenger as
he passes “through a symbolic domain that has few or none of the attributes of his past or
coming state” (p. 232). Cook-Sather (2006) suggested that a “revised theory of
liminality” can support and analyze transitions within an educational context when the
contemporary lifestyle is composed of multiple liminal phases as individuals move
between cultures, contexts, and roles (p. 122). This state or period of time is a
transformative process from one state to another that offers opportunities to explore new
identities and new ways of being” (Mills & Bettis, 2015). The process can be a time of
growth, contemplation, and examination of the mysteries and difficulties associated with
the change (Bridges, 2016; Turner 1974). Turner’s liminality framework was used to
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examine the various perspectives and reflections by principals, presidents, and
headteachers with regard to the “in-between” stage or period of time identified as the
“betwixt and between” to give structure and provide an understanding of the transition
process. A leader may not be able to successfully take the achievements and positive
experiences from one context and simply replicate those experiences in a new context or
environment. Instead, leadership transition like any transition in life, is a process and
requires individuals to unlearn, recalibrate, and relearn according to their new context as
they transition through the stage or place Bridges (1980) calls the neutral zone and Turner
(1977) refers to as “betwixt-and-between.”
Research Methods
Much can be gained through a narrative inquiry of the transition of a headteacher
to the role of the Chief Executive and what was learned through the experience. The
vision of this headteacher was framed in the idea that all schools in the community work
together so that every school leader and every teacher sees that they have a shared
responsibility for every learner and every family in the community. The narrative
approach allows the researcher to listen to the stories and experiences of an individual
woven together in the world as they see it, both in the social and cultural context. The
researcher is then required “to adopt an analytical mindset and [develop] categories from
the raw data [and apply] such categories back to narratives to find explanation or
illumination” (Bleakley, 2005, p. 535). This process describes an individual’s challenge
in “building a plane while flying it” by creating a better system of education for a
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community while maintaining the ongoing administration of education within the existing
structure of the schools.
Data were collected through on site observations, documents, and a series of four
interviews. Analysis began with an examination of the interview data source (Creswell,
2014), first to obtain a general sense of the information and then a coding process was
implemented to organize the responses. A code map was constructed where initial codes
were collapsed into pattern variables, which were then categorized into themes (Anfara,
Brown, & Mangione, 2002).
Participant and Setting
According to Chapman and Salokangas (2012), research found that leaders of
multi-academy trusts, with responsibility over two or more schools, have had a greater
impact on student outcomes than individual headteachers in the traditional sense. The
particular trust studied as part of this research is comprised of five academies within a
local community in England. The goal of the trust is to strengthen a group of local
schools by providing a cooperative program and a community-based system of education,
headed by a Chief Executive Officer (CEO), but the greater local authority was not
receptive to the introduction of the multi-academy trust. In this study, an-depth microlevel set of interviews of the CEO provided detailed insights and perspectives of his
experiences within community and school district as he worked to build the trust.
Findings
Findings from this study focused on two themes; the first was the transition of
five individual schools to a community based multi-academy trust and the second was the
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transition of a leader from a position of headteacher to a chief operating officer of a
distinctly different and unprecedented type of multi-academy trust. The collaboration of
academies was a vision of a leader that aimed to create an improved system of education
for the community.
Transition to a Community Based Multi-Academy Trust
The effort to use the academy structure to address the needs of lower performing
schools was an admirable goal, but the creation of academies has also created a
competitive environment among schools in a system that allowed parents to “see
themselves of consumers of a public service.” The CEO explained that “You can end up
having a situation where the system is populated by people who have a perverse pleasure
or perverse motivation to one of the local schools to be underperforming because it
makes your school look better.” The system “encouraged sort of an onset of leadership in
which leaders, their egos, were attached to the reputation of the schools – they became
fierce guardians of the reputation of their schools.” To counter the “marketization of
education,” the CEO began as a headteacher exchanging ideas and collaborating with
other schools and when multi-academy trusts were created, he took opportunity to use the
government-endorsed structure to form a partnership. The CEO, who at the time was the
headteacher of the high-performing school in the trust, aware of the potentially negative
reaction of the high-performing school community, began the “massive moral endeavor
by partnering a high performing school with the lower performing school next door.” In
doing so, he set the stage for collaboration between schools within the local community
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rather than the existing competition that historically had set the high-performing school
apart from other schools in the area.
The CEO said his message to the school leaders and teachers was that “returning
to a situation where schools are no longer competing…but working together to have joint
responsibility for all youngsters in the area” and that rather than “getting rid of a child
from my school so they can go somewhere else, the situation “becomes a collective
problem.” He went on to explain,
We're all in this together…and if your pride or your ego is wrapped up with what
your particular school is achieving, well, this isn't for you, or you've got to learn
to think differently. You've got to have a pride in what we're all doing; all for one,
one for all, type of thing.
CEO wanted to get the multi-academy trust to a place where no child or family worries
about which school their child attends. As part of providing a good education, the CEO
wants each school to be a place where families “do not have concerns about their
[student’s] safety, their opportunity for progress, and their sense of equity in their esteem
in the town.” Recognizing that there is not one way of achieving measured success in
each school, the CEO emphasized that foundational to the improvement of a lowperforming school is that the community feel “better about itself…with less social
inequity and people not feeling that they have lost out because their child goes to this
school rather than to that school.” The CEO said that he hoped to develop a stronger
school environment by creating a “commitment to localism” as a community project
rather than have the dialog focus on the school improvement of one school.
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If given the opportunity to make changes to the educational system of England as
a whole, the CEO responded that he would require all schools to serve their community
and “see that everyone within the community has a responsibility to support their local
school and then the choice would become not which school your child went to, but a
choice to support your community school.”
Transition of a Leader
The CEO explained that he, like other teachers, moved from the role of a teacher
into one of administration so that they can influence a single group of students beyond a
single classroom and “make a difference across the system.” As a headteacher of a small
school, “I was just running everything and it was not fair on my family, so I learned that
that's why I needed to become the head of a large school because then you have to work
through other people and you have to be strategic.” As a manager, “professional learning
is something you are doing all the time…every meeting, every interaction is a
professional learning opportunity or a professional development opportunity. You have to
be encouraging a culture of continual reflection, and discourse and dialogue.” He
described himself as a “believer in talent management” and stressed the importance of
“developing capacity professionally and growing people because how can you be a
learning organization if you're not expecting that [from teachers] in the school.”
With the ongoing changes in education, the CEO saw an opportunity to be a part
of something greater. As the headteacher of a high performing school, he began to take
steps to form a community-based multi academy trust. “National policies in England
have given me an opportunity to have some greater freedom and autonomy to do some
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things that I would have done if I was setting up my own school.” The CEO explained
that “throughout my career, my frustrations about the curriculum, etc. I have always felt I
would love to go and open a school in which kids are taught as I would want to teach
them, have a career that fits with my value system” but he “wanted to remain in the
system to try to change it from within.” The Department of Education offered to find
him a mentor but when they explored the development of other trusts, they didn’t find
anyone that had created a trust based on a community. There is “no one else that I know
of who’s doing what I’m doing.”
As the CEO of the newly formed trust, the CEO described the job of leadership as
one of making a difference and encourage[ing] people to have a bigger idea than the one
they at the moment focus on.” As the CEO, he oversees five academies and “through the
title of chief executive because people understandably project on to me that I am a
banker, that I am just a businessman but what I would like to think, is I am a campaigner
for something different.”
He described his role as something different and in a system that is outcome based,
Big data just becomes the greatest enemy because we allow it to dominate and we
stop being intelligent. If we're only going to judge people by performance,
outcomes or by results, then we don't really need managers, we just need
algorithms. The whole reason you need managers and leaders is to have a bit of
wisdom and a bit of nuance about how to manage a situation.
As a corporate leader, he stated that he wants “to give my headteachers…security, that it's
my head that's on the block, not theirs and I don't want them living a life of fear and
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paranoia of the [challenges] of our system hanging over them.” With autonomy over
curriculum, the CEO discussed that opportunity for a community curriculum and said
“we just got to be courageous and grab it because, actually, they are giving us permission
to do it so long as we're not just ticking the boxes. As the CEO, it is his name that is
“attached to certain elements of the plans, the strategic plans”, the curriculum, and is
accountable for the success of the multi-academy trust.
The CEO explained that he feels “ a moral obligation to try and make this
[system] work” as he continues to build a school system dependent on developing
relationships and trust within the community while maintaining the ongoing system of
education. He reflected that
It's the complexity and the challenge of building the plane while you're flying it
and what I find hard or interesting and deeply intellectually curious is it will be
just great to spend several days at my desk, working out and planning and
strategizing about creating the [trust]…if we were doing a startup, you be able to
do that but we can't afford and we haven't been given the opportunity or that
luxury.
The CEO went on to say,
Maybe the right thing to do is to say, ‘Let's just release you from all that you're
doing now,’ land the plane, get all the passengers off, maybe put them on another
plane for a bit while we just plan what the new plane is going to be before we put
them [the people] back on but we're not able to do that. People don't always
appreciate how much tougher the journey is because you haven't been able to
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architect time to be able to design the plane. You're designing and remodeling it
as you're building it.
The process for both the community and for the CEO has been challenging and yet the
CEO maintains his commitment to creating a better system of educating the local
community. His personal transition from a position of the headteacher of a high
performing school to the CEO of a newly established trust is one of vulnerability,
uncertainty, and risk, but because a community-based school system is something he
believes in, he continues his journey.
Discussion
Healthcare, transportation, government, and education are continuous systems and
processes that provide consumers with ongoing services and when changes are made to
such systems, great efforts are made not to disrupt or delay operations. If a new school
facility is built on a separate site, students are able to move from one school to another at
the completion of the project without an interruption in their education; however, the
creation of a new system of governance or organizational structure often runs
concurrently within the current school structure until a gradual and complete changeover
can occur. Consolidating five academies into one system was a challenging endeavor but
to maintain consistency for students, the CEO led the teachers, students, and the
community through the changes while continuing the normal routines of the school year.
The “betwixt and between” (Turner, 1977) stage was a significant part of the
process for teachers as they adjusted from the governance of the local authority to a
system of five schools. Under the direction of the CEO, they were encouraged to move
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away from their prior identification with a particular school to a more unified approach,
one that supported the collaboration of the trust. Educators were expected to work
together and embrace the idea of a community-based school system where the education
of all students was a joint responsibility.
The members of the community had to make similar adjustments with the
transition of individual schools into a multi academy trust. Some were constituents of the
well performing school that took pride in the success of the students and reputation of
their school and others were the families of the low performing school that had feelings
of inequity and faced criticism from the Department of Education. The CEO worked to
facilitate a sense of community built on newly developed relationships between the
schools and community. This process was slow and the community faced a period of
liminality as a level of trust was established. The local community experienced a period
of uncertainty and skepticism before embracing the idea of a collaborative system of
schools.
The CEO faced a personal transition while creating a new and unprecedented
model of education. The vision of creating a better system of education in a local
community was the impetus for change and required strong leadership and perseverance
in a somewhat resistant community. He was willing to risk his reputation and the
security of his position as headteacher of a high performing school to become the CEO of
a developing trust. Initially, his position was largely undefined and his work required a
public effort of building support around community-based multi academy trust while
working behind-the-scenes to implement the necessary changes required to establish the
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trust. The dual role of maintaining operations as a headteacher and leading the effort to
build a new system of education was both challenging and demanding. This year-long
process was a period of liminality and certainly a time of in-betweenness as the CEO
took steps to transfer the responsibilities of his former position to the newly appointed
headteacher while taking on a position of unknowns and uncertainty. It was a time of
unlearning the way things had been done and rethinking what is best for the students.
The CEO explained that [we] have “got to learn to think differently” and take “pride in
what we're all doing, all for one, one for all type of thing.” The CEO reflected that ‘it's
reshaping the way that we deliver instruction and what are we are actually valuing….I
came in with one idea of where I was going, but now I’m walking away with eight or
nine [ideas], which is good.”
Building something with the opportunity to plan, develop, and design each stage
of the project is an easier path that often produces predictable results but the
reconstruction and redevelopment of an existing model requires patience, flexibility, and
the ability to adapt to the needs of the organization and yield uncertain outcomes. This
CEO knew the needs of the community, understood the capacity of the current
educational system, and had a vision for what a collaborative school system could offer.
With the desire to offer a good education for every student of the community, he
prompted change which meant being willing to give up an esteemed position for a
journey of vulnerability and uncertainty. While a transition with a clean break from one
distinct role into another may offer advantages for an individual, there are great rewards
in working through the process of a personal transition while simultaneously guiding an
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organization as it transforms into a system that now provides a community with a
different perspective of education, one owned by the community.
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CHAPTER 5
FINDINGS, DISCUSSION, IMPLICATIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS
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Myriad studies have been published on multiple aspects of leadership, including
changes in leadership, but there is limited research that speaks to managing the process of
transition and equipping individuals with the necessary support for personal transition as
a result of the change (Allison, 2002; Martin & Samels, 2004; Nortier, 1995).
Manderscheid and Harrower (2016) wrote that “despite the importance of understanding
and correctly managing leadership transitions, research into dynamics of such transitions
and the developmental and training activities aimed at facilitating such transitions and
managing polarities is still scarce” (p. 405). Select literature provides guidance for
leaders with an intellectual focus on management, relationship building, and
administration but minimal research on the transition experienced by the person making
the change is found and even less is offered in support of educational leaders
experiencing and reconciling change with the internal process of transition.
The purpose of this study was to gain a better understanding of the transition
experience of educational leaders in K12 schools in the United States and England. The
experiences of principals, headteachers, and presidents during a time of change, were
examined to identify what experiences were associated with the phenomenon of
transition. A second purpose, given the specific experiences of transition identified by
the principals, headteachers, and presidents, was to understand the application of
experiences toward effective leadership in a new school environment and culture.
Findings from this study were viewed through the lens of Turner’s theoretical
framework of liminality. Drawn from the literature and research associated with this
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study, a model was developed for identifying and addressing challenges and areas of
growth through leader experiences of personal transition and discussion explored the
importance and relevance of the findings for educational leaders. Implications,
recommendations for future study, and concluding thoughts will conclude the chapter.
Findings
This dissertation is presented using a three-article format, consisting of three
independent, yet congruent articles. This format provided varying and complementary
perspectives on transitions and offers a variety of contributions to the field of discussion
that informed the thinking of scholars, researchers, and practitioners. Findings for each
article were based on interviews of ten principals from eight different schools, four
schools in England, and four in the United States. This study was designed to answer the
following research questions:
1. What are the experiences of cross-national leaders of K12 schools in the transition
from a leadership position at one institute of learning to a leadership position at another?
2. What cross-comparative reflections do leaders of K12 schools in the United States and
in England report as to how their experiences of transition enabled them to effectively
lead in a new school environment and culture?
Three Articles and Three Approaches
Each article approached the transition of educational leaders from a different set
of perspectives. The first article examined how school leaders experienced personal
transitions through a comprehensive change of governance and structure as a group of
schools formed a collaborative organization known as a multi-academy trust. The change
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extended beyond the school environment to the community. The purpose of the
community-based trust was to support and build an organization of schools based on a
shared responsibility within the community with the desire to improve education for all
students. These greater changes had a significant impact on the individual school leaders
as they moved from a school mindset to a community-minded approach. The second
article was a comparative study that looked at variations of self-managing schools in
England and the U.S. to determine if there were shared experiences in the transitions of
school leaders among schools that operated similarly but under different versions and
iterations of educational reform. All participating schools are part of an educational
environment that allows for school choice, and each school faces a level of competition
within the community, some form of performance-based evaluations, and oversight by a
governing body. The final article focused on the transition experience of the headteacher
as he moved into the role of CEO of a newly formed multi-academy trust. The study was
an in-depth, close up perspective of transition within an organizational change.
While the scope and specific research questions of each article varied, the overall
purpose was to learn from school leaders what the experiences were through their
transition and how the experiences made them more effective leaders within an
organizational, environmental, or cultural change. Table 4 lists the individuals
interviewed, the type of school the participants currently lead, and the location. If the
principal transferred to one school from another school, they are termed an “outsider” but
if the principal moved within the current school or school system, they are labeled as an
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“insider.” Two principals moved into new administrative positions, but the others
followed principals with varying lengths of terms.
Findings Related to Research Question 1
This section examined the data collected for Research Question 1: What are the
experiences of cross-national leaders of K12 schools in the transition from a leadership
position at one institute of learning to a leadership position at another? Data for this
question were collected from in-person interviews of principals and site observations.
Disorientation
Whether in England or the United States, principals shared a sense of
disorientation when leaving one leadership position for another. With a change in the
current reality, there is a sense of loss and individuals find themselves in unfamiliar
territory as they begin to contemplate the next steps. P4’s transition began when she
made the decision to resign one position and accept another. She explained that leaving
was difficult with “a lot of tears because you spend time investing in people personally
and professionally, and likewise, they invest in you, personally and professionally.” P8
said of her predecessor that there was “going to be a little bit of a fear of us holding on to
him still...and there's going to be him trying to transition away from it.” P7 reflected that
“I [had] to accept that in my absence things might be done in a way that I wouldn’t have
done it.
“My phone didn’t ring,” recalled P1 once he made a decision to leave a school for
another position. He quickly realized that his leadership team, the governing board,
students, and parents now went to other members of the leadership team for answers.
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Table 4: Principal Codes with Position at Entry and Term of Predecessor
Code

Gender

Type of School

Grade Levels

Location

Transitioned
as an...

Predecessor's Term

P1

M

Independent
School

K-12

GA, US

Outsider

22 years

P2

F

Independent
School

K-12

GA, US

Outsider

15 years

P3

M

Independent
School

K-12

TN, US

Outsider

12 years

P4

F

Charter School

K-8

TN, US

Outsider

3 years

P5

M

Independent
School

EY-12

England

Outsider

5 years

P6

F

Academy

Junior

England

Outsider

3 years

P7

F

Multi-Academy
Trust

Junior

England

Insider

new position

P8

F

Academy

Secondary

England

Insider

1 year

P9

M

Academy

Secondary,
Sixth Form

England

Insider

17 years

P10

M

Multi-Academy
Trust

Junior,
Secondary,
Sixth Form

England

Insider

new position
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The principal felt that his presence was not necessary or appreciated, and the sooner he
could finish the year, the better off he and the school would be. P9 expressed a feeling of
abandonment with a change in the leadership structure, leaving him behind to rebuild. He
was now responsible for assembling a stable leadership team and restoring trust among
the remaining teachers. Whether the change is anticipated or unintentional, the decision
to make a change resulted in the disruption of what was familiar and expected.
Reorientation
As principals from England and the U.S. described their experiences in-between
schools, most found a sense of relief once they were able to move away from their former
role and begin processing their next steps. After accepting the new position, P9 began to
doubt his ability and the depth of his experience to lead a high performing school and felt
such pressure that he found himself thinking “I just better not cock this up.” As he began
to regain his balance and have some success in his new role, he exuded a new level of
confidence and described his ability to handle the day-to-day challenges that “when
there's a problem, when there's a lesson that's gone horribly wrong, or there is an angry
parent at the door…it's probably my phone they ring.”
P3 found that being in the role of a principal was “very isolating” with “so little
time…and with the 24/7 nature of our work, and I think it becomes harder and harder to
figure out how to turn it off and take care of yourself, but it's critically important” with
each transition. In the process of transition, principles expressed the importance of taking
time to reset and reorient to what the next challenge. P7 described being “ a bit
overwhelmed by workload” ahead and P10 said a break gave him “greater clarity in how
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I’m going to get there and what I need to do.” P1 acknowledged that despite the wellintended efforts offered by others in the school community, “you’re on your own and you
can do it.” P1 explained that his predecessor probably “organized reality differently,”
emphasized and saw different things, but that he would see things that that his
predecessor didn’t see. P1 went on to say that for him, it was an “internal journey” and it
was helpful and necessary to recognize the importance of reorientation to discern his role.
Summary Findings for Research Question 1
Educational leaders described their experiences when leaving a position as
principal as a time of disorientation often with feelings of loss in terms of relationships or
in their attachment to a known location. As these leaders moved through the process of
transition, they began to recount experiences of reorientation as they adapted to the new
school environment and began to build relationships with faculty and students. While
much was still unfamiliar or lacked routine in the early stages of their new position,
principals acclimated to the new norms of their circumstances and were able to focus and
realign their personal goals with those of the school.
Findings Related to Research Question 2
This section examined the data collected for Research Question 2: What crosscomparative reflections do leaders of K12 schools in the United States and in England
report as to how their experiences of transition enabled them to effectively lead in a new
school environment and culture? Data for this question were collected from in-person
interviews of principals and site observations.
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Unlearn
Principals from both the U.S. and England described a key component of their
success in being effective leaders as the ability to “unlearn” the practices and strategies
that were effective but specific to their former environment and approach the new school
with an appreciation of its own history, culture, and politics. P2 said that he was hired to
lead a school that shared many of the same challenges with his previous school, but he
soon realized that he needed to adapt his former model, because leading in the same way
“was not what the school needed.” P3 said that while “community was used to certain
patterns and certain behaviors,” she decided as part of the transition that she needed to
determine “the right pathway for me to enter this community.” Understanding the
community is essential to effective leadership, P10 explained, “I need to trim the sails,
change the rudder, or whatever particulars because the waves beneath me are taking me
in a different direction to the way I want the same boat to go… I'm not seeking
affirmation, but more what [I] need to do differently if there are things [I] do need to do
differently.” P1 found through his experience that “You're going to have to make it
successful and you're going to have to do that by taking the place on its own terms and
understanding the dynamics of it.”
Relearn
As part of the transition process, many principals experienced self-renewal,
personal growth, and professional growth as they prepared for their new position. A
designated time between positions allowed one principal to reflect and be reminded that
“one of the reasons that you progress in the system is that you want to influence a greater
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number” (P10) and another observed that “I recognize[d] how I’ve grown as a leader, and
don’t have to be as controlling as I was in the beginning because of systems and
procedures being in place” (P7). For some, the process of “relearning” allowed
principals to assess and evaluate the new school environment and use their expertise and
experience to lead effectively. P2 knew that she had to step away from “doing things the
way the previous head did because that [was] what the school was used to” and instead
make decisions based on her own “interpretation of what [was] right for the school.” She
went on to say that getting parents to like her could not be the primary goal, as “she was
going to ruffle some feathers, and that was okay.” For P1, “It’s just part of the mindset
the transitioning leader has to have coming into it, to understand there’s not a rulebook or
a guidebook, but managing the culture and political context that you’re in, is it.”
Unless it is intentional, the period of liminality that allows principals an
opportunity for evaluation, creativity, and innovation often gets compressed or even
tabled during a process of change. P5 was deliberate in his preparation and transition
time seeking to discover “what drives the school” and recognized that “transforming
[this] school, it’s not about the programs, it’s about culture.” P3 explained that the “heart
of the school is the classroom teachers, and in my role, I am the liver of the school… the
liver filter[s] out the harmful externalities that lets the body really function in an optimal
way and if I do my job really well, then I help create an environment where the students
and the faculty can do their best work together.” P8 knew that the school had had a series
of headteachers over a short period of time and recognized that “this school need[ed]
some kind of security.” Similarly, with the increased demands and expectations of the
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school’s performance, P10 wanted “to give my headteachers…security, that it's my head
that's on the block, not theirs and I don't want them living a life of fear and paranoia
[with] the [challenges] of our system hanging over them.” With a deliberate initiative to
transition, P10 found a “stronger commonality [among the teachers] about our
understanding of pedagogy and about expectations for communities” and P7 became
“really excited about emerging school leaders who are developing their own strategy and
bringing ideas.”
As part of an organizational change and effort to relearn what is best for a
particular school, a new leadership structure was put in place at one school and “it's been
the empowerment to achieve what hadn't occurred under the local authority” (P6).
According to P7, “there’s a whole team now of brilliant people who provide support” as a
result of the changes. “We had not forgotten about learning because we're a school, but
lines had become very blurred and we needed to fix [students] as people and not carry on
with the learning at the same time,” (P6). Now, P6 explained, [teachers] have the ability
to take those children into a special learning center, that protects the learning process for
others and allows children that need extra support to be in a different environment called
the ‘hive’.” P6 went on to explain that “the parent support services that we offered via
all of our facilitator sessions were in place [under the local authority] but were not
[working], so now we link it to learning” and finding that the services are having a
greater impact on the children with positive outcomes. “You have to develop a selfawareness of how it’s going, how you’re splashing down, the norms you’re violating, the
norms you’re building and all the rest for it” in order to be effective” (P1).
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Summary Findings for Research Question 2
When principals used the process of their personal transition to understand what
they were experiencing as they left one position for another, they discovered that they
were more effective in their new leadership roles. Principals that recognized the value of
unlearning or separating from former practices said that they were able to address the
new school environment with a fresh perspective. Each principal has knowledge,
expertise, and a set of experiences that led to their appointment but the willingness to go
a step beyond their former practices and relearn what strategies and approaches proved to
be most effective in leading a school with a specific historical, cultural, and educational
context.
Turner’s Framework of Liminality
Examining and analyzing the data collected from interviews and site visits
through the lens of Turner’s theoretical framework of liminality produced clear findings
that supported the transition process as a transformative process. The “betwixt and
between” was a time where individuals experienced a loss or change in an identity or
status and moved through a period of growth, contemplation, and examinations as an
individual and as a part of a new or unfamiliar environment or culture (Bridges, 2016;
Turner 1974). The data analysis demonstrated how the various experiences could be
identified with characteristics of the liminal phases that accompany the physical moves of
individuals between cultures, contexts, and roles. As educational leaders transition from
one position to another, they assume new identities and new practices through a process
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of unlearning, recalibrating, and relearning to maximize their strengths and abilities as
effective leaders.
As a result of the study, a model is proposed that identifies potential effects
experienced by educational leaders as they made a transition from one role to another.
While Figure 2 illustrates the period of transition between the former position, or what
Bridges’ refers to as an ending, and the upcoming role, or new beginning, this model
(Figure 3) identifies shared components of the participants during the period of time
between the ending and the beginning as individuals processed their personal transition.
Some of the experiences identified may be negative, difficult, or challenging, but the
model is intended to also demonstrate the positive outcomes that exist as part of the
process and what can evolve and develop through this period of in-betweenness. The
broad scope of elements includes: a decrease in productivity, burnout, chaos, isolation or
abandonment, old weaknesses reemerge, reset, unlearn old ways, reorientation, regain
balance, stability, growth, innovation, and self-renewal. When identified, the
characteristics may provide individuals some clarity or validation as to what they are
experiencing as part of a larger process, during this specific time of liminality. This is
not a comprehensive list nor does everyone experience each of these components or
dispositions. The model serves only as a tool to inform and provide guidance to others
experiencing a transition with some explanation that what they may be experiencing is a
part of a normal and temporary process. The personal motivation of an individual affects
how they move through the process but understanding the process as a whole, may better
equip principals to work through the process more effectively and take advantage of this
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Figure 3: Model of Liminality: Potential Experiences of a Personal Transition
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time to prepare for their next steps.
Discussion
Whether in England or in the U.S., when principals moved to a new school or
when a school-wide organizational change occurred, principals in this study experienced
a personal transition that resulted from a change in both the physical environment and the
school culture. Findings from this study highlighted that, while change incited a time of
learning and adjustment of new policies, structures, and procedures, understanding the
changes cognitively, logistically, and intellectually were merely external layers of the
change process. Findings from this study contribute to the field of research in
educational leadership, specifically the personal transition that individuals experience
during the implementation of an external change and how their transition experience
impacts their effectiveness as a school leader. Principals have addressed their change
process academically or as an exercise of function, but rarely do they recognize or
process their personal transition as part of the change. When principals reflect on their
personal experiences of transition and use those experiences to better understand their
process of transition, they will be more effective in their new positions of leadership.
Personal Growth and Renewal
The principals of the academies in England and the independent and charter
schools in the U.S. were each goal-driven, resilient, and selfless in their desire to be
successful leaders but each failed to allow adequate time for personal growth and renewal
as they moved into a new culture and school environment. The schools, while
independent in their operations, instruction, and curriculum, are all overseen by a local
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governing board and the educational leaders who are adept, and often experts, at
managing change. Multiple principals claimed that leadership training, however, did not
prepare them for their role as principal but much of what they learned was from their
prior experience as principals and “on the job” training. Each individual claimed to
successfully physically manage the transition and adjust to the new circumstances or
surroundings with some level of success, yet internally, several confided that the
transition was mentally and socially exhausting.
Principals in this study described in various ways their process of “letting go,”
sometimes leaving unfinished business behind, but, when they were able to look back and
assess their accomplishments, described the experience as beneficial. Several described
their opportunity to work with their successor and provide them with history and insight
and others moved away without any overlap or much conversation. Principals shared that
some of the most insightful lessons came when they were able to reflect on their
successes and evaluate areas that would like to improve upon in their personal style of
leadership. This illustrates what Turner (1987) stated when he wrote “liminality may be
partly described as a stage of reflection” (p.14) and by withdrawing from one structural
position, individuals are “divested of the previous habits of thought, feeling, and action”
(p. 14). Long term practices or habits are difficult to break in a given period of time, but
the interval gave principals confirmation to continue with what worked well but
permission to make changes in particular areas, specifically in how they approached the
new school and new community. It is when principals are able to begin removing
themselves from the prior position and the identity associated with the position, that they
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are then able to begin developing their new relationships and establishing their role as the
new principal.
The principals interviewed were working at full capacity especially during the
process of change in position and expressed their concerns for how long they could
sustain the pace and ongoing demands required by the change. Some were beginning the
onboarding process for a new position while still maintaining responsibilities at their
former school. At the same time, they were leaving old friends and colleagues without
the opportunity yet to establish new relationships. Meeting the expectations set by the
governing body and managing the extended list of responsibilities, determined much of
how principals spent their time each day. Immediate priorities included taking care of
their teachers and students, providing a safe environment and learning community for
students and ensuring the necessary support for students to be successful. The additional
responsibilities of a new principal includes establishing a reputation that exudes
excellence, building trust with a new community of faculty, students, and parents and
developing a clear agenda for the beginning of school. Groups and committees at the
school were welcoming and offered direction, support, and advice, but principals quickly
realized that there was little to no time to manage their personal growth and development.
With the demanding pace that results from change, many principals resolved that the
needs associated with their personal transition would either take care of themselves or be
addressed at a later time. Time has to be set aside by principals, prior to the start of the
school year, to process their personal transition.
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The Predecessor
A predecessor can have a substantial influence in the success or failure of the new
executive and the organization as a whole (Gilmore & Ronchi, 1995) and, most former
principals are deeply invested in the school and want the new principal to be successful.
When a change in leadership is announced with sufficient lead time, a shared
understanding and commitment can be communicated allowing the principal to
coordinate an exit strategy that allows the successor to continue and build on the progress
made under the former leadership. The change of educational leadership often occurs
over a summer term and while the students may not be on campus, the leadership of one
principal ends on one day and the incoming principal begins the next without a gap in
leadership. If there is a deep loyalty of faculty or staff to the former principal, acceptance
of the new principal may be met with some resistance but when there is a substantial
period of time between leaders, there is a greater possibility for a positive reception to
new leadership by the constituencies of the school. Principals in this study that followed
principals who served their school for more than ten years or whose former principals
stayed involved in the school community, albeit in a different capacity, faced barriers in
establishing their identity and authority while creating separation from the former
principals. Just as Gilmore and Ronchi stated “Comparisons between new leaders and
their predecessors are inevitable” (Gilmore & Ronchi, 1995, p. 11) but as principals
establish their vision and direction for the school, the school community will begin to
accept and engage with the new principal.
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Often the state of the school after the predecessor leaves determines success as a
principal (Power, 2011) and when a principal is asked to leave, the incoming principal is
charged with restructuring or rebuilding a school community. Principals described taking
a new position and finding an unhealthy school environment where the faculty and
students felt abandoned or were distrusting of another new principal as a result of a
constant turnover of principals. Under such circumstances, principals that shifted their
efforts away from vision statements and strategic plans and focused on rebuilding trust
and relearning what essential practices could be taken to effect positive change for the
specific school, were successful in bringing order to chaos. Communities held high
expectations for the education of their children and were quick to voice their concerns
and criticisms, some communicating a level of uncertainty and skepticism in the new
principal’s ability, especially when they perceived to be unsuccessful leadership.
Principals described the importance of making necessary changes to establish stability
with minimal disruption to established patterns or routines. These are the circumstances
that required immediate attention, and yet these principals needed to be more even
intentional about their preparation and personal transition into what became more
demanding roles than they had previously experienced.
From Outside or Within
The transition experienced varied for principals coming from outside the
organization, commonly referred to as outsiders, and those promoted to positions from
within, known as insiders. The insider, however, has prior knowledge and experience
that may place him in a position to better “appreciate the dynamics of trust within the
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school” (Rivera-McCutchen, 2014, p. 1016) but insiders “are often blind to the need for
radical change” (Bower, 2007, p. 92). The literature confirms the findings that insider
principals of schools that became part of a collaboration, known as a multi-academy trust,
knew the school culture and the community. The challenge, however, was that the
change that required principals to alter their perspective from “my school” to “our
schools” was not an easy transition even for loyal insiders, and required principals, to
thoughtfully reevaluate and reorient their focus as they worked to meet the needs of a
community of students, not just their individual schools. Some principals left the security
of a highly regarded positions of a high performing school and moved to the leadership
position of an underperforming school and two others moved into newly created positions
of leadership. Principals intellectually understood their responsibilities and as insiders,
knew the school culture of each school, however, it was difficult to anticipate the
unexpected challenges and the risks of being a part of a change that impacted a
community. Principals initially received negative feedback from the local authorities and
constituents failed to embrace the benefits that would come with the consolidation of
schools into the newly formed school system. The change in the organizational structure
of the school system proved to be a success in the areas of school effectiveness and
school improvement, but the individual transitions experienced by principals were
challenging as they led the schools through the change process.
Outsiders are “more likely to facilitate changes than inside successors because
they exhibit greater emotional detachment in difficult situations, typically do not have
long-standing friendships to consider, and are able to evaluate the situation neutrally,
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unrestrained by previous personal commitments” (Robken, 2007, p. 140). Outsiders “see
the need for a new approach but can’t foster change because they don’t know the [school]
well enough (Bower, 2007, p. 92). The findings support the literature and the outsider
principals that moved from different school systems, states, and regions, were
immediately able to initiate changes among personnel and within the organizational
structure of the school. The transition period, however, required more time than what
was required of insiders because of need to learn the school culture and establish
relationships. Findings revealed that outsiders benefited from extending their transition
period through their first year and waiting to make any major changes until their second
year after adequate time to assess, evaluate, and build a base of support. For outsiders,
the transition period is more than the time between positions, but requires a longer
engagement of assessment and analysis to determine what is best for the school and what
is required to effectively lead the school and facilitate the optimal experience for student
learning.
Consistent with the literature, findings demonstrated that transitions give
principals a “chance to start afresh and make needed changes …but are also periods of
acute vulnerability, because [principals] lack established working relationships and a
detailed understanding of [the] new role” (Watkins, 2013, p. 2). An insider has an
advantage of knowing and understanding the culture of the school and the ability to rely
on already established relationships but if the new principal comes from outside the
system, sufficient time and opportunities must be provided for the outsider to learn,
adapt, and integrate into the community.
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Transition Plan
Change in leadership is inevitable and can be one of the “most traumatic events in
a school’s history” (Fink, 2010, p. 117). According to Tichy (2014), succession planning
is about “picking the right people for the right jobs at the right stage of the personal and
professional development” (p. 84). The transition plan, however, is an instrument
authored and implemented by the governing body of the organization that outlines the
process of support and logistics for onboarding the incoming principal while the personal
transition is an internal process of the individual “adaptions of one’s leadership…to the
context and circumstances in which one is leading” (Carucci & Hansen, 2014, p. 17).
Principals in the study acknowledged the time of personal transition as a vital period of
renewal and growth, but found the process most beneficial when the school community,
including the board, faculty, and staff, activated a transition plan as they prepared for new
leadership.
According to this study’s participants, principals had opportunities to have
conversations with the outgoing principals in person or by phone, but limited information
was shared. Those principals who transitioned within the school system had greater
opportunities to work with the outgoing principals and in some cases, worked alongside
the outgoing principal for several weeks before assuming the responsibilities as the new
principal. Regardless of the time spent with their predecessor, principals went to the
administrative staff for necessary information including updates and background
information relating to board meetings, procedures, and personnel. As incoming
principals, they scheduled meetings with individuals, small groups, teachers, staff, and
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board members, based on recommendations from the chair of the search committee or
members of the administration, to learn the current procedures and practices with the
hope of gaining insight to those norms or issues that were not formally discussed.
Principals were aware that they would learn of certain situations or circumstances that
may not have been shared about the school during the interview process, but were
revealed later and would need to be addressed, with some unpleasant and others more
difficult.
Transition plans are as important as the policy handbook and are an essential part
of the transition process for both the principal and the school personnel (Fink, 2010). A
well-developed transition plan should be a priority for a school and should be created
before a change in leadership takes place rather than during a time of change or crisis.
The plan should be designed with defined objectives and not specific to a particular
personality or circumstance. School leadership or members of the governing boards can
develop a protocol that provides the new leadership with a list of helpful contacts,
history, and relevant documents pertaining to operations, policy, and procedures.
Procedures should be outlined for the departing principal as to what information should
be made available to the incoming principal. If the incoming principal is hired prior to
the departure of the current principal, the plan may name a facilitator to orchestrate the
introductions and coordinate follow-up meetings so that the departing principal can
review certain aspects of the school with the new principal that include background
information, rationale or helpful explanations for existing practices or traditions.
Principals interviewed expressed the need for history and content from the perspective of
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the former principal and other key individuals as they processed and prepared for the
transition.
Implications of the Study
The findings from the study have implications for practicing principals, certainly,
those who will experience a personal transition in the near future or perhaps are going
through a transition currently. With the continuous and constant nature of education,
rarely are there distinct breaks or set periods of time for individuals moving between
positions of leadership and many experience a series of emotions throughout their process
of change. For others, the underlying emotional experience gets postponed, deferred, or
ignored as an individual begins the process on an intellectual level of completing duties at
the former position and assumes the new responsibilities and practices at the new school.
The internal transitions often go unnoticed or unaddressed amidst the external changes.
One implication from the study is that once a decision is made by a principal to
move to a new school, that s/he acknowledge the transition as a process and take steps to
plan for some personal time between the ending and the new beginning. The calendar
may not allow for a sabbatical or an extended vacation, but the awareness and effort to
allow some time of in-betweenness as the change process occurs is healthy and
beneficial. The journey is a natural process and it is important to recognize that the
personal transition process is not a sign of weakness or lack of confidence in the ability to
move forward. The effect is quite the opposite. Providing a deliberate allocation of time
to reflect, disengage, and reorient can strengthen the individual’s ability to lead
effectively. Allowing an opportunity for a time of growth and personal development
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prepares the individual for the challenges and opportunities ahead. As relationships
developed, the unknown circumstances or situations that surfaced may not have been
shared as part of the discussions during the hiring process, and new leaders faced some
unanticipated challenges. While it was tempting to blame the board or other agents of the
school for not exposing particular or troublesome aspects of the school, the principal is
now the one responsible for managing those circumstances.
The findings of the study have implications as to how the principal uses past
experience to lead effectively in a new environment and new culture. School leaders are
hired based on their success in another school environment. There are expectations that
the same strategies previously used by the principal will be applied in the new school
environment and produce the same or better results. The principal must be careful not to
attempt to treat the two schools as if they are the same. S/he must sift through what
practices proved to be successful at the former school, why they were successful, and
then determine what, if any of those strategies can be transferred and be beneficial and
advantageous to the new environment. While as an outsider, the new principal can
approach the school community with a fresh perspective, s/he must be cautious not to
view the new culture through the lens of the former school. Fortunately, the period of
liminality is not limited to the time period between schools but can extend through part or
all of the first year at the new school. Through assessment and evaluation, a plan of
action can be developed based on the gifts and abilities of the principal but specific to the
school culture and environment. This exercise is part of the personal transition process to
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unlearn, assess, and create a blueprint for effective leadership based on the needs of the
new school.
Findings also have implications for governing boards and the leadership of school
districts. A transition plan is the specific process for transferring the responsibilities from
one leader to another and the plan itself is the responsibility of the search committee, a
transition team, or members of the governing board. Successful leaders understand that
the personal transition is the internal process that results from the change and ultimately
their responsibility, but rarely is a transition plan established that includes recognition
and prescribed support for the personal transition of the incoming principal. Efforts by
various school groups and subgroups are often well-intentioned and can be helpful in
terms of introductions, historical context, and insights from various constituencies, but
limited in their overall support of the comprehensive transition.
Recommendations for Future Research
This study sought to understand the experiences of principals as they transitioned
into a new position and how those experiences enabled them to be effective leaders in a
new culture or environment. Although there is research on the external change process of
leadership roles in education and research is extensive on the transition process in areas
including the medical professions, business management, political arenas, and social and
health contexts, little research has been published on the transition of those in educational
and administrative roles. Findings from this study and the resulting model led to
recommendations for further study that will add to the literature through a more extensive
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understanding of the phenomenon of transitions and how successful leadership transitions
can impact student success.
With continued concerns around the retention of principals and the high rate of
turnover, further research could be conducted to determine if a more comprehensive
approach to the transition process from both the perspective of the individual as well as
the school community could be a factor in reducing the rate of principal turnover. While
there are many factors that could contribute to the change in school leadership, attention
to the transition process may influence the success of principals and their effectiveness as
a leader. A specific study of U.S. public schools could be helpful in learning about the
succession of leadership and the personal experiences of principals as they transition
within a public school system.
A more in-depth qualitative study that would include interviewing a larger sample
of principals or a broader scope of stakeholders comprised of outgoing principals,
members of search committees, governing boards, and the school community could
provide additional and significant insight. A more comprehensive approach may provide
additional data as to how a school community can effectively support an incoming
principal as well as prepare the school community for a process of transition. A mixedmethods study using a quantitative instrument that collects and analyzes data from the
various constituencies involved in the transition of leadership may provide insights to
better facilitate a smooth transition and a foundation for effective leadership.
Several principals referred to mentors who influenced their career path and
advised them while in transition, but only one was offered the specific support to engage
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an external consultant for a specific period of time. Principals seek the counsel of
mentors informally within their broader school community, but with a recent emphasis on
the role of mentors in leadership preparation programs, an external mentor contracted on
a more formal basis, may provide valuable guidance in the transition process of a
principal. An exploration as to the feasibility and benefits of such counsel may be
advantageous for principals as they work through their personal transition process.
Concluding Thoughts
While the space between the ending and the new beginning may be a period of
confusion, disorientation, and frustration, it is important to acknowledge, with some
sense of relief, that it is temporary. Manderscheid and Harrower (2016) stressed the
importance of a successful transition by “taking what was previously known and making
a reasonable ‘leap of faith’ into a period of flux and realignment,” ( p. 394). When
“individuals are placed into a temporary transition by a change event, they will eventually
seek a new state of equilibrium” (Manderscheid & Harrower, 2016, p. 394). In an effort
to make sense of an individual’s reaction to change, Taylor (2000) emphasized that with
each move to something new, comes a sense of loss but one can draw on personal life
experiences, the sensemaking of circumstances and relationships, the acknowledgment of
purpose, and the development of a plan or vision.
The aim of this study was to learn about the experiences of principals when faced
with a personal transition. I am confident that in the profession of education, most
principals strive to provide the best environment for their students and teachers often
sacrificing their own wellbeing to accomplish their goals. Unlike many professions, there
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is often little time or a distinct separation between the time when a principal moves from
one school to another, but rather a time of managing two schools during the transfer of
leadership and attention to personal transition is waylaid. My hope is that principals
create time for their transition through change as schools, educational policies, and
initiatives for school improvement will always compete for their attention. I am
convinced that time to unlearn, reflect, and relearn will be benchmarks of their personal
journey and increase the ability of individuals to effectively lead in a new school
environment and culture. The “challenging yet comforting truth is that effective
leadership transition just sets the stage for effective long term leadership” (Evans, 2019,
para. 12).
Only recently did the Department of Educational Leadership and Policy Studies
approve the three article dissertation and based on my proposed topic and research
questions, I was encouraged to consider the alternative format. The process was clearly
outlined, but as the first to experience the new option, my chair and committee were
patient and supportive as we worked through the details of the proposal process. As I
began to gather data based on the proposed research questions, it was clear that the three
article format would be helpful in that it would allow me to address the topic of
transitions using three separate approaches. With the opportunity to collect data from
England and U.S. principals, I found that principals were very willing to share valuable
information as they reflected on the personal experiences of transitions and these shared
experiences of principals transcended borders. More challenging was that, not unlike the
traditional dissertation, without the opportunity for healthy discussion, debate and
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collaboration with another interested researcher, it was a daunting process to write two
articles as a single author. Having completed the articles, I feel more able to effectively
contribute to other articles and will appreciate the opportunity to collaborate on future
research.
Learning about the experiences of others has always been of interest to me,
especially when those experiences revolve around a particular life event. As I learned
more about the increased rate of leadership turnover, I became interested in the stories of
those making the decision to leave one institution of learning for another and why some
transition processes were ultimately more successful than others. Conducting a study
around the transition process was appealing in that it offered me the opportunity to
interview individuals in positions of leadership, learn their stories and personal
experiences, and develop insights into the transition process that could prove helpful to
others facing similar experiences. It was in some ways difficult for me to listen to the
experiences of principals and not to look for or offer solutions but the process of listening
evoked healthy reflection and began a process of contemplation for the principal. One
individual remarked that the interview had been somewhat therapeutic for her and
commented that she appreciated the opportunity to talk through what she was not able to
discuss or “process” with anyone else. Hopefully, school leaders will continue to share
their stories and look for ways to support other school leaders through their personal
transition process as they seek to become more effective leaders.
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